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Morgan Horse Mas Done.
The breeding aud raising of horses is
one of the most interesting and profitable branches of agricultural art if
properly carried out. The revival of
interest in this important industry is
very gratifying. From 1850 to I860 VerWhat the
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raised and sold more horses than
any other state in the union. Many a
Morgan horse helped to pay off the
Dentist,
mortgages aud educate the boys and
MAINE.
girls of our state. The demand for
NORWAY,
horses was never better than to-day,
Offlce Hour*-1* to 12—1 to 4.
prices are high and are likely to continue so. Horse power will not soon be
IT. SMITH,
displaced through automatic means.
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There are now many auto vehicles in
Attorney at Law,
use, but "the horse is still on the job."
MAINE.
NORWAY,
A natural taste for the business is
Collections a Specialty. essential for success.
Ilorne Block.
À man must be a
fair judge of blood lines and how to
combine them for best results. No man
krrick λ park.
can afford to spend his time raising
at
Law,
Attorneys
mongrels. Do not mate small mares
with large draft stallions. If a cross is
MAINE.
BETHKI.,
necessary mate a draft mare to a stallion
Ellery C. Park
A 1 llaoη Ε- derrick.
of fair size, a desceudant of some one of
the trotting families. If draft horses
WrRIGHT A WHEELER,
and dam of that
are desired have sire
blood.
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Law,
Counsellors
and
The horse that can be made to till the
Attorneys
greatest variety of places is the most
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
profitable one for the Vermont farmer to
Alton C. Wheeler.
James S. Wright.
raise, and we have a sufficient amount of
This stock
stock.
foundation
the
&
J. H.
springs from the blood of that stout
little bay stallion, Justin Morgan, that
CIVIL ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
could "out-walk, out-trot, out-run and
34 High Street, South Parts, Maine.
out-pull" every other horse entered
Telephone 111-12.
against him. I think we should restore
the old Morgan type. Of course, speed
Maps and Plans made to order.
is no objection, but we cannot afford to
Ma}>s of the tlml>erlan<le an<l pocket maps of 1
breed for that alone. The trotting
nek county for sale.
Public hers of the Atlas of Maine.)
horse is an expensive luxury, as few
have sufficient speed to win money aud
leave a protit.
The selection of the stallion should
always be for the good there is in him.
He should be masculine in every tibre,
with the distinguishing beauty and
14 Main St., Norway, Me.
strength, fire and courage of the male.
The selection of the mare is no less important. It is she that is to nourish the
colt both before and after birth. The
mare should not be coarse at any point.
Her beauty should be feminine; she
should carry more musc!e and tlesh thau
the stallion. She should be more rounded in outline, liner iu head and limb
All Kinds of Pipe Repairing,
than the stallion. Her strength should
be that of tieetness. her tire that of
and Iron.
docile playfulness, her courage that of
ambition to perform.
Always breed
Telephone 114*11.
from the mature animal. No well developed colt will come from undevelopJ. WALDO NASH,
ed parents. Degeneration will always
result from the breeding of immature or
broken down animals. The best stock
is always t*>e cheapest.
The Morgan horse has done much for
Temple Street, rear Masonic Block,
Vermont; yes, and for Maine, all New
the West and the Pacific
NORWAY. England,
Telephone Connection.
slope. These is no part of this land
where the good horse is appreciated,
HOLLISTER S
where the iutluence of the blood of Justin Morgan is not seen and felt. The
Tea
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state of Maine became famous through
ABw'v Medioiae for Buty Pcoplt.
its Winthrop Morrills, its Knoxes and
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its Browu Harrys, and the dominating
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It
The government is now recognizing
(lenuin* made by
l«-t form. :c> ci-nta a bo*,
the value of Morgan blood and is estab11 iL'.isreu I'm·'} Cohpasv, Nailiaon, Wis.
an interest
GOLuEM NIGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE lishing a breed to perpetuate
in his breeding. While there may be an
improvement iu any line, there has
MYRON M WATSON,
never yet been and never will be a
counterfeit of greater value than the
Piano Tuning and Fine Repairing.
original coin.—B. Walker McKeen iu
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[astern Steamstiio Company.
Portland Division.

POttTLAXI» ΑΛΙ» BOSTON. fl.OO.
ϋΤΛΤΕΚνΟΜϋ

fl.OO.

Svamships "Governor Dingley" or
"Governor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, week days at 7 P. M., for Bos-

ton.

Roturnlng
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, at 7 P.M.,
for Portland.

Through tickets on sale at
railroad stations.

Freight
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other lines.

All cargo, except Live Stock, is insured against tire and marine risk.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent.
Portland, Me.
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A. W. Walker & Son's,
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A Reliable

Remedy

FOR

CATARRH
Cream
Ely'squkklf

Balm

it
absorbed.
Gk»j Relict at Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
hfals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh and driven
away aCold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of Taste and SmelL Full size
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
Cr>-am Balm for use in atoiuiz»-rs 75 cts.
El ν Brothers. 56 Warren Street, New York.
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oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and see this line. Job
No
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.

L. M. Longloy,
Maine.
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for sixteen year* I have fltte-l glsMee to defeotlre eye* ami nothing el··—that make· me a
•peclallat. If your eye· trouble you In any way,
an<t if you want expert advice In reganl to the
••me. come to the man who 1» a apeclaltet, who
<loe· one thing only. No charge for eye examination·

or

conau'taUon.

OR. PARMENTER
Eye 8peclallat, Norway, Me. Tel. 18-4.

W· Do all Kind· of....
Forbes, South

I estimate the cost of what I produce
5 1-2 cents and ray cows average between 9000 aod 10,000 pounds milk a
year. Much harm has been done by re
ports from various experiment stations
and by many institute speakers and
agricultural officials, who seem to think
it their duty to jolly the farmer into
believing he is very prosperous and that
if he is not, it is bis own fault; this instead of telling him the p'aiu truth that
he is up against it, and that many artificial conditious, as well as the natural
conditions have to be fought with and
There has been a habir
overcome.
among them of saving that a cow can be
kept for a year for $35, when as a matter
of fact it costs three times as much; but
I am glad to see that some of them are
w;iking up to telling the truth, and l'rof.
Wini; of Cornell recently set the cost of
keeping a cow at $95 40 for a year. It
would be interesting to know whether
this is an average for the state, or figured for the neighborhood of Buffalo, or
of New York city.
Ε. B. Voorhees, director of the New
Jersey experiment station, places the
cost of feed for a cow at $97 50, and
these men are not far from the truth.
Του many farmers, who are shipping
milk, consider it as a by-product, and
rely on other products of the farm to
mike up for the loss on the dairy. If
all milk so produced and so sold regardless of cost were withdrawn from the
market, those who are trying to mike
milk producing for the Boston market a
business proposition, would probably
have a chance of securing a business
price for their product. There is a
great deal of nonsense talked about the
farmer's cheapening the cost of production by raising more of bis own
grain, which sounds very well at an inUnfortunately, such
stitute lecture.
people forget the farmer who sells whole
milk is robbiug his land, and that the
soil is more in need of the fertility constituents of the grain fed, than the cows
are of the grains to produce the milk.
Let us try to sink petty jealousies and
combine with the contractors, so-called,
in telling the truth about the milk
business and letting the general public
know that they must pay a living price
to the people in the milk business or do
milk.—New
without fresh
England
Homestead.
at

The Man on the Farm.
of New York makes

Governor Hughes
this appeal for the country:
"When you get out where a man has
a little elbow room and a chance to develop be has thoughts of his own. His
thinking is not supplied to him every
night and every morning, and he isles»
of a machine and more of a man, so
that I do not think that the farmers
need to be looked upon or want to be
looked upon as dependents of the state.
They do not come to the state government asking alms. They are self-reliant, they are intelligent. What we
want in connection with agriculture is
what we want in connection with every
other field of noble effort.
"We want training, we want intelliwe
gence, we want scientific method,
want direction, we want the way shown,
and then the man can walk in it. There
is no reason why the same care and attention and s\ill and scientific consideration should not be devoted to agriculture as to industry and the technical
trades.
"The men who are running away
from the farms too frequently make a
mistake, and some day in New York—
and the day is rapidly approaching—
our young men in larger numbers will
wake up to the fact that they have a
pretty good chance on the farm, and
that they may be to a greater degree independent aud happy in life if they
cast in
stay where their happy lots were
connection with their father's farm or
I another which they may be able to procure."—New England Farmer.

Electricity oan be used to develop
heat for domestic purpose· or to drive

JOB PRINTING.
Atwood 4

Cost of Producing Milk.

Paris.

refrigerating apparatus.

Highways
EXCELLENT

DONE

WORK

AT

THE IN-

Charles W. Gates of Franklin, Vermont's efficient State Highway Commissioner, is talking improved highways at many of the farmers' institutes
in that state. He is succeeding admirably in creating an interest in this
important subject, and from all quarters
comes praise of bis work and appreciation of the results obtained.
There are really two laws under which
the state is aiding towns. One appropriates live cents on a dollar. upon the
grand list for the support of highways.
The amount of the tax so raised is forwarded to the state treasurer and is by
him reapportioned to the towns upon a
basis of their road mileage. Through
this law the smaller towns are materially aided in this work, and there are but
few such towns but that are showing
good effects of the law. About $93,000
is raised through this source.
By an act of the legislature passed in
1900 the sum of $00,000 is appropriated
for distribution among the towns in
amounts equalling the sums raised by
the towns for highway purposes in excess of the amount required by law, but
not to exceed WOO to any one town.
All the moneys appropriated by the

His Courtship

are expended
proving the main

for

permanently

thoroughfares

im-

and
and most important roads in each town,
to be selected by the selectmen and
town road commissioner, subject to the
approval of the state highway commissioner. The commissioner receives
a salary
of $1,800 annually, with expenses and clcrk hire. In addition to
the laws named above, the state places a
license upon automobiles. The tax in
1007 amounted to $2,000, which, united
with the amounts made available under
the regular appropriations, raises the
each year to
total amount received

$200,000.

The commissioner's general recomfor
mendations
building permanent
roads are, first, drainage through side
ditches or gutters of ample size to conduct all surface water away from the
roadbed freely. In soils where the
foundation is likely to be broken up
through the action of frost in spring,
underdrains are necessary. They should
be built of good land tile laid on inch
boards. Stone drains can be made to
answer the purpose well where conditions warrant their use.
Heavy grades should be reduced
wherever possible, using the material
removed from the highest points to fill
the lowest places in the road. Care
should be used to improve the general
direction of the road, and crooked
places should be straightened whenever
possible. As a rule, highways should
be made wider. Gravel roads are recommended as the type of improved country
mads best adapted to the requirements
of the state.—B. Walker McKeen, Fryeburg, Me., in Tribune Farmer.

Economy

in Cement Floors.

About the farm there are many places
where a cement floor would be useful
and where no great amount of weight
in one spot would ever be applied, such
as grain rooms, roosting pens in chicken
houses, feed rooms, etc. Id making
these I have found a simpler, cheaper
way than is usually given for cement
construction that is meant for heavy
Make a tamper from a block of
use.
wood; a piece of 0x0 inch timber is all
right if cut 2 feet long and a handle
nailed on perpendicularly. With this
pack down the filling of any material
containing a liberal amount of coarse
Wet this down if water is plenty
stone.
and handy, and if not, make the cement
very thin. Be as thorough as possible
on this foundation.
I use a mortar bed large enough to
mix four barrels easily, and have found
that three barrels sand to two barrels
best Portland cement will be sufficiently
strong for all ordinary purposes Use
clean, semi coarse sand and mix dry,
working over and over till thoroughly
mixed. Let the helper put in the water,
usiug but a small portion of the mixture
in the bed, while you smooth it on with
a trowel.
It should smooth out easily
and should be wet enough to pour
amoDt; the stones of the foundation.
When hard enough to step on, mix a
pail of clear cement very thin and with a
broom brush cover the surface for a
binder. An inch and a half or two
inches is thick enough and will wear,
and if for any reason any part should
break, it can be easily repaired by another coat. In this economical manner
a barre! of cement will make about 250
square feet surface.—G. E. Smith, Bristol
County, Mass., in New England
Homestead.
t-iaggea me irain.
One of the most remarkable instances
of animal sagacity that ever came to
light in this section is related by Engineer James Parrott and Conductor
Frank King.
When the southbound passenger train
Mie

was

near

llalsburg

a

mare

suddenly

dashed up the track right toward the
train, running swiftly. It looked as
if she would run right into the engine,
aud air brakes were quickly applied,
β owing the train down to six or seven
an
hour.
miles
Engineer Parrott
thought the mare was blinded by the
headlight, but the train was no sooner
the mare turned
slowed down than
about and went from the train, keeping
right down the tracks and making it impossible to run fast lest the animal be
struck.
The mare went straight to a bridge
over a creek, and when within a short
distance of the bridge of the railway it
was discovered that the colt of the mare
had fallen with all of its feet through
the bridge, placing it where it would
have been killed bad not the mare stopped and begun whinnying, and the train
stopped also. Engineer Parrott, the
fireman, and some of the passengers not
off, and relieving the colt, left the mare
to trot off with her young as proud as a
peacock. Those who witnessed the oc
currence say it was wonderful.—Houston Chronicle.
Value of Underdralning.

We bave all been so busy devising
ways to get a plenty of moisture to
grow our crops successfully through the
hot spells of midsummer that we have
given scant attention tu the greater one
of underdraining our farms so as to get
on them at an early period in the spring,
and thus really lengthening our growing
There are occasions when such
season.
be most desirable and
a plan would
profitable. In almost every instance the
are the best ones,
we
harvest
first crops
and they are safely out of the way before the heavy rains of late fall. This is
particularly true of potatoes. We heard
has raised potatoes most
a man who
successfully assert that the difference in
the price of early potatoes and late ones
would lay a substantial piece of underdrain each year, and when the farm was
all uuderdrained it was worth from 25 to
50 per cent more than before, and if the
work is properly done the job will last
for a life time. A practical ditch digger
aids in the work, and where tried it is
said to work very satisfactorily.—Turf,
Farm and Home.
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lie laughed as his eyes returned to
fixed gaze. "She's η Jolly
little fellow. Isn't she? I mean Daisy."
he explained as Georgians looked
blank.
"Shall we sit down and talk
It out?"
Daisy had taken Gateshead to the
bay window, so (Jeorgiaua led the way
across the room to the davenport.
As they sut down together Kinross
realized at once that her self forgetfulness had passed and that she was
again Intensely conscious of herself
from the graceful poise of her head
and tile sweep of her skirts on the
floor to every tone of her voice and
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of lier lips.
"Now that she knows who I am," he
thought, "shell recall the fact that
What
Eunice told lier I loved her.
the devil's to pay?"
"Why." she inquired, "did you con
If you chose to
ceal your Identity?
hire yourself out as a farmhand for
the summer you need not have been
ashamed of it—I would only have
honored you for it Your laboring In
conjunction with nature—I can quite
understand how it satisfied a want In
your soul. How little you understood
me when you thought I would look
down upon you for it!"
Kinross mentuliy sighed.
She was
being superior again, nnd patting him
on the head for hiring out to old
Morningstar and consorting with nature!
"It was so original of you!" she
smiled, "quite idyllic, really! A farmhand who read the "Vedanta Philosophy" of Swatnl VIvekananda, who
took a half day off when he pleased,
was treated by his employers like a
privileged boarder, smoked fine cigar
end had occasional relapses into good
curve

C.

cott—Is that the name you said?—to
whom Kinross Is leaving your radi-

CHAPTER XXV.

see

EOKGIANA, robed In nn exquisite gown of white cash^
I mere, whose long graceful
lilies gave lier a quite regal
figure, was thoughtfully pacing the
drawing room of her home. It was
just a week after the opening of the
fall term of the college, and President
Ellcry was going to hold his annual
reception « < > : : i ! : t for the members of
the faculty ami their wives.
Georgkuia. now at home and at the head
of her father's household, was ready

ant presence tçulght?"
"I don't know." Georgian» answered,
with dignity.
"You look worried too."
Georgiana
shrugged her shapely
shoulders.
"I wonder whether that mnn would

do such an uuderhnnd thing as that!"
Daisy speculated, not without Indignation.
"As/what? You are rather Indefi-

_

nite. Daisy."
"I don't know how to be more definite. I'm sure."
Georgiana had to let It rest at that,
for at this moment Mr. Gateshead was
announced.
It was with more than her usual
Indifference that Georgiana received
his obsequious greeting.
Daisy, who
looked on sympathetically, could not
be sure that the deep flush which
mounted to his forehead was due to
the shock of ecstasy he received from
Georgiana's beauty, so enhanced to-

receive with hint and do the honors
as hostess.
As she pace 1 tlie lloor. her long skirts
sweeping ailo.it her. her thoughts—
serl <:i:;. as usual—were occasionally
broken in upon by the flippant remarks ·>(' I >aisy, who. also in gala attire. was r·. id.v to assist her this evening to receive her father's guests.
"Hadn't 1 better go and tell uncle to
hrrry i:p. Georgiana? They will begin to come soon." Daisy suggested
from her place on an old davenport
which stoo l against the wall.
"lie will be dowu in time, I suppose.
He lias a watch," Georgiana answered
to

night by her extraordinarily becoming
gown, or to his pain and embarrass-

"Hut can he tell the time?"

Georgiana ignored her.
"Because I've always suspected he
couldn't he's so invariably late to everything."
Georgiana's gaze was far away.
look
"You
stunning,
Georgiana.
That's a scrum gown."
"What adjectives, Daisy!"

"if the combination of you and that
robe of snowy white doesn't roast Kinross, then he is fireproof, as they all
say he is."

Georgiana laughed indulgently.
"I do hope. Géorgie, that you'll be
quite cruel to him to avenge the rest
of them."

English!"

ιι.ιν
"it is a Keener pleasure man
known In many a lone year to wa to'
her impressions of thl'igs ns I tak
her abrîut with me—;'io i- so f:llc>
with wonder at everything. f"ie is l!k<
fie
η small hoy at his flirt < i*v»:s!
comments are often so funny and ye"
It will lie de
so unexpected!;.· wist».
llghtful to ta':e her to Europe.
"It isn't always easy to understand
her. At times she seems absent an
dreamy in a way that is quite una'·
countable to me. There Is a melan
choiy about her which she seems un
able to shake oiT and which puzzle
and troubles me. for surely she ha
everything to be happy for. Is It, pe**
haps, the somberness of her past sti
clinging to her? Or can it be pr>ss!bl·
that she Is brooding over some eouutr;
lover she left out there? If that wer
the case, you. Peter, having l>een b
her all summer, would know. I wi?I
Wouldn't It b
you would tell me.
tragic if that were tlie case?"
Miss Wolcott concluded with a warm
expression of obligation to Dr. Ivinros
for his disinterested kindness.
It was this letter which had brough
Dr. Kinross after a bitter struggl·
with himself to the place where he
th
was on this afternoon late In
month of October—at Eunice's side

"We have hoard a great ileal about
Kinross," Georgiana said, with
gracious condescension, speaking like
"His
u royal personage in the plural.
fame followed us even in to our rural
Dr.

"uii.v do you Keep winning aoout,
Georgle? Are you nervous?"
Georgiana came and stood In front
of tlu* davenport.
"Daisy," she said earnestly, "he will
probably 1»»* the first one to arrive,
and"—
"Meaning Kinross?" Daisy Inquired

retreat this summer to a Pennsylvania
Dutch farm, our letters from home dis
cussing him as if"— She stopped short
her eyes tixed upon bis face, her self
consciousness suddenly dropping from
sympathetically.
"Dr. Kinross, yes.
I fancy he will her like a cloak.
!κ» here I cl'ore any one else comes.
"Was it only his fame which fol
Toil me. if you were I, would you be lowed
you?" Kinross spoke. "Or was
would
or
la the room wheu he comes
it you who followed him? I think he
you enter after he is here?"
was there first, wasn't he?"
"Which do I think would Impress
Georgiana stood transfixed, her eye.··
him more?"
growing wider and wider with wonder
"1 merely mean," Georgiana explain- aud amazement.
The sho«k of recoged. "would It seem more easy and— nition had startled her out of herself,
graceful—to be already In the room or and for the first time In his acquaintto come In after he Is here—or perhaps ance with her Kinross saw her before
Which
to enter from the piazza?
him utia.Tected. uatnrhl. herself, and
would seem more—well"—
for the first time her face in its freeadvance
"Effective?
Suppose you
dom from self consciousness seemed
from under the piano, Géorgie!" Daisy to him unqualifiedly beautiful. As for
flippantly advised, growing hilarious.
Palsy, she forgot herself so far as to
"Daisy, why can't you look at the grip Gateshead by the arm to keep
eerlous side of life sometimes?"
herself from tottering.
"Well, then, to be really serious,
"Yes," acknowledged Kinross In an
will
Kinross
think
I
don't
Georgiana.
tone, replying to Georglaua's
apologetic
I'm
be here first. That poor poodle, Gatesstare, "you're right.
speechless
head, will present himself at the earli- Pete. Reproach me as much as you
est possible moment and stay until want to—1 deserve a roasting. I know."
as
you will have to hint to him to flee,
"But." she breathed, "how can you
a bird to his mountain, that he may be?
What—what are you?"
time
pern<>t lose oue second of the
"Good
"Gracious!" gasped Daley.
mitted to the faculty to gaze upon

gracious!"*

And you. Georgiana,
your charms.
dear, will l»e meaner than ever to the
poor suffering wretch now that you
have this Kinross on the brain so"—
"Absurd!
Why. I've not even met

"So many things." gulped Georgiana.
her face colorless, "come to my mind
to confirm It—that you are Pcte-I
mean that Pete was you!"
"Oh." cried Daisy, staring wildly.
and I called you Pete all

Dr. Kinross!"
"But. Georgiana." said Daisy, with
unwonted earnestness, "it seriously
does wound me (I am speaking quite
In earnest) to see the way you handle
Be
that long suffering Gateshead.
nicer to him tonight than you were at
the Gardners' dinner, won't you? Or I
shall be tempted to console him by
catching his heart on the rebound aud
allowing him to fall. In love with me.
And think of such a fate—to let η man
console himself with simple me after
Georhaving loved the complicated
'Twould be an awful strain on

"Georgiana

summer! You!"
"That's my classic name."
"And nil the while you were Dr. Kinross!" breathed Georgians.
"And I lent you 'The Story of the
Oh!"
Great Rack Boned Family!'

shrieked Daisy hysterically.
suc"And didn't think me a shining
cès as a farmhand, did you?"
"I can't grasp It!" half whispered

Georgiana.

no
"It will come to you gradually

doubt." he consoled lier.

giana!

roof
"That we were under the same
TTe couldn't help realizing confor four weeks and never
with
you
he
which
she
stantly the lofty height from
dreamed of it—of who you were,"
had tumbled and how he had stooped!
"How did you
remark.
her
amended
are
You know, really. Georgiana, yon
Gates- manage It?"
cruel. I might say brutal, to
"It wasn't very difficult," he answerhead."
an aspersion on their
common- ed. not Intending
ko
Is
life
of
"Ills p!:'ne
Intelligence.
Impatiently.
place!" said Georgiana
"I never dreamed of suspecting anyIs not
"He does not stimulate me. Ile
How could I," she said, lookthing.
even recepMve."
"when you nsed bad Engdazed,
feling
hearted
"He's a dear, honest, big
at the pump, though
washed
and
lish
and
you
low and loves you devotedly,
a separate
I remember you always had
snub him and sneer at him until my
knife?"
towel, but you ate with your
Im»11s!"
blood
mere
I
"One can rise superior to a
real
the
for
loves,
he
I
"It Is not
like a fork, Miss Lllery, in a
prejudice
or
comprehend."
he does not know
cause."
"I suspect that Isn't grammatical. good
doubt"•Miss Ellery?' Why don't you call
Georgiana. Is it?" said Daisy
S!ie calls you Pete."
com- her
fully. "He does not know or
be
sure, you ought to j madly suggested Daisy.
To
I?'
prehend
1 Georgia mi. flushing, glanced liaughtl·
know—you went through Wellesley."
:
"A good cause?" she
I'm
loves
he
he
thinks
ly at Da is ν
Is
it
"What
"That's Just the
!
said
repeated.
Georgiana.
quickly
sure I don't know,"
It Pays to Feed Well.
1
the
was
capse? Why
What
since
you
point.
"I'm sure I don't either,
"
In putting horses on the market it is
! did yon deceive us?"
Isn't 'the real I.'
it
say
satwell to remember that it ie not suf"It's up to you. Peter, to explain
"I wish. Daisy," said Georgiana sadficient to offer a good, sound, young
to isfactorily your giy deeeptian." sail
life
appealed
the
"that
higher
animal. He must look good as well. ly,
Of
I Daisy. "If you aren't the limit!
Soundness is, of course, the first thing you."
ever heard of!
I
tricks
the
commit
!
all
foxy
"And to think that you may
that the buyer considers, but it must be
there wiu« someborne in mind that all other things being Gateshead to spending his on my low Didn't 1 always say
Well.
in
and
that
fat
ia
horse
good plane. Georgiana!"
thing foxy «bout yon? I did.
equal the
condition will sell better than the equalIt out with Géorgie. and I'll receive
"He is certainly quite Incapable of
In the conly good animal whose ribs are too much living on mine."
your apologies later-alone
we II
in evidence. What is true of horses is
he Is weak, or he servatory. Come, Mr. Gateshead,
"I
acknowledge
even more true of other live stock.—
for the leave them alone In this rat-red mo·,
ago
cut
long
have
would
you
New England Farmer.
of their coming to an understandway you treat him. With his stndonts. ment
Some of the milking machines now in with every one but you, he is strong. ing. Let's console each other.'
service can be operated by an electric With
She drew him away, scarcely heeded
you he Is nothing but a penny
motor if a supply of current can be obthe
Georgiana, though Kinross' glauce
subject.
to
by
change
dog. But now,
tained.—Tribune Farmer.
for an instant.
I'm worried. Who la this Miss Wol- followed them
me.

I

i
{talk

Géorgie?"

He found hlmm lt aujer to tell her <ill IIu
wonder)ul story of Eunice.
i < u.
ii to..*;·.»...»·..ι
taste,"
lie bo\. .!.
She IroUul at liiin with a slight suspicion in hor eyes, ami a faiat color
Hut her native
came into Iter cheeks.
egotism blinded her to irony directed
against herself.
"It was a strange coincidence, wasn't
It?" she said; "but hardly fair," she
added archly, "that you should have
been taking me in—if you will pardon
the slang—for four weeks without my

certui:ily

walking with lier in Central park.
It was a bracing autumn day. but

knowing

it."
"On the whole, you behaved very
well. Miss Ellery."
She looked so complacently sure of it
that he could not help adding. "It remains now for us to discover whether
or not we are 'on the sainy line of
march,1 whether \fe are 'at one' and
"
can 'clarp hands.'
She was not in the ief.st <!i composed by the allusion. T'.ie bright.color in her face was manifestly a glow
of delight.
"You must necessarily be far iu ad"You
vance of me." she am-v. ere,1.
know me !·:« ! t' ! not as yet know you.
but give me ti\:e. and I will catch up
with you. an I it is my belief that we
shall find <ac!i other and meet very

•

the fresh air was not alone responsible
for the brilliant color in Eunice's face
Itnt tin
and the lig'.it In lier eyes.
color and the light suggested excite
ment rather than Joy. There was a
shallow of melancholy back of them.
face, too, the signs of
In Kiuros:

his battle with himself were deeply
marked.
They walked slowly In a secluded
path. The change he ha 1 felt in Eu
nice from the hour of their meeting
that morning had given him a sou <
of loss, as though the unsophisticated
child who h ;d trusted and liked him
had slipped from him, for there was ι»
dignity in her manner with him that
almost made him think she had al
ready frown conventional. And at'fo.
the deep foo'lng for him which In thei
last talk together at thetavm she bin
hi
so nal.oly revealed—he shrugged
shoulders at the fickleness of the sex
for not a : ! η of it could he read in
lier new manner of reserve.
Now, however, that they were alone
in the l olaiion of the groat park lu
had a «euro of being nearer to her
"She whs unbending to him and open
lng up as f!ie had not done all day.
"I am waiting to hear some of youi

vitally."

"Henvon forfend!" was his mental
comment ;
they both rose now upon
the entrance of the venerable president.
Other guests began to arrive, and
Kinross was obliged to leave her to
her duties ::s hostess. lie 'ound Daisy
and took her out to the campus for a
stroll.
It was not until the supper hour
gave Georglana her first bit of respite
from her obligations that he again
She
found himself alone with her.
took advantage of her momentary leisure to Invite him to her father's
study, where they could be by themselves to finish their talk.
lie found himself eager to tell her
all the wonderful story of Eunice, and
no sooner were they alone than he began to relate It. To his surprise, he

first impre:: ions. Eunice, of life in the
great world." lie said as they strolled
under the great trees which rustled in
the autt;u:u breeze.
"Perhaps." she answered, "when I
am more adjusted to my new life and
understand it better the world may
look very much less mournful ami
lamentable to me than it looks now
Yet I am happy. Life Is fall of wonder and beacty and constant new de·
lh'hts. And. rc:.:omber, I never before

had a hard time to get her ulteutiou
upon it, so bent was she upon talking
of herself, upou learning what his linpressious of her had been during those
four weeks at the farm and upon
drinking iu the admiration which evi-

knew the meaning of the word happi-

ness."

You are happy?" he re"Um—m!
"I'm so glad to know it, Eunice."

peated.

"Of course one constantly sees things
that sadden. No sooner am I deep In
the enjoyment and Interest of some
pleasure than I am confronted with a
sight of poverty that makes my own
I
possessions seem wholly wrong.
didn't work for this money—why
should I have It?"
"But your father worked for It," he
■aid, knowing very well he was Instilling false social economy.
"That doesn't make It right," she
shook her head.
"Perhaps not," he granted.
"I think." she wçnt on, "that people
would interest ine more than anything
else In the world If only they were
real, were themselves; but I have yet
to meet a nan or woman of the world
who seems to me genuine—except you
and nr* aurt. And Aunt Eunice seems
to be hers- ;f only when we ure alone.
Perhaps," she suddenly looked un at
him, "if 1 saw you with other people
.oil, too, would seem artificial to me
and to lie acting a part."
"There's no telling, Eunice, what
.vour unclouded eyes would see!"
"Some thiegs seem so strange," she
went on; "Aunt Eunice and all the
people who make up what she calls her
'set' (meaning a sort of clan) are so
hemmed in by social laws, so hampered on all sides by perfectly meaningless rules and customs, so taken up
with details which are trivial and unessential—and very tiresome to themselves, but which they nevertheless
take heed to—for what reason it I
hard to make out—that at times they
all seem like puppets moving at ti c
pull of a string—with no freedom of
motion at all and no spontaneity.
It
stifles me!"
νιο

h.

lie

ui-gcti

wncu sue

away from these themes, her answers
were vague and her countenance ubeent. There was nothing in the world
so interesting to her as herself, and
she was too self absorbed to see or
feel the mental attitude of another and

vexinz lier sorely.
"Is II ι erhaps enough just to lie." b
suggested, "if only one be lovely ai
good and a delight to olhers?"
"nut." she objected, "is It po^slK
to be anything worth while—nnythl··
strong ami v >rthy—without wo.?:, c"
fort, responsibility ? I am losing ο
at life not to judge and criticise. I>:

••Rut." her eagerness suddenly dropped. and she spoke mournfully, "il
can't last, you know."
"No. Your aunt Is going to take you
to Europe!"

"Yes."
"She says you are wild to go!"
"O'l!" F lie lifted her head and flung
bm k a lock of hair from her eyes.
"In spite of all the delights that
wealth can give, v.hat Is ii all when It
can't feed the soul, when the heart le

always

longing-fur

Just

one

thing

that"— She chocked herself, and again
her head drooped.
"And that one thing. Eunice?"
"It Is
She raised her eyes to h is.
you I have wantvd. Rather than g·» to
Europe—so far away from you—I
would lirltiff back those days of 'ast
■'

Γ *7*»

Ile suddenly cuwjht her hand
the farm-yes, eveu ;':o^e
we had spokeu t·»·:οΐ !ι·»ι· at
all—for at least I then could see you
every day face to face."
"Eunice! It's no use! We ra .'t le
;·T*r1«?
'wise,' you and I—we can't
The | ·.·. or
agaiust the Inévitable!
that draws you and nie togethe:· Is

•urnmer on

day· before

only to learn, but sometimes Judgmei
Is forced upon me by what I see."
"And perhaps you, with your unso
ph 1st lea ted e c. may be eble to sc
deeper truth than Is vouchsafed to oi l
duffers like us—your aunt and me, I
mean."
"Hut." she answered Impetuously,
"whatever Impresses me I try to se
through your eyes as well as my own.
wondering what you would think

■

about this or that which liewildere or
puzzles me. In everything that I do
or see your presence seems to be with
I have longed so unme constantly.
speakably to have all these experiences
with you actually and not Just In

fancy."

Kinross felt the blood surge to his
very forehead. He answered her with

abrupt question.
"Why did you leave my letter unanswered, Eunice?"
Her eyes fell. She did not reply at

an

once,

"I couldn't write to you."
"And why?"
"Aunt Eunice kept urging me to
She said I must express my
write.
gratitude to you for all you had done
for me, but my feeling for you Is so
far above gratitude—it Is a feeling so
much larger aud greater than that
Yet," she added, her head drooping, "1
could not write of It to you, and so I
could not write at all, for there Is to
me a sacredness In my feeling for you
which would seem belittled and even
desecrated by my not being true to It
I could write to you out of the fullness
of my heart or !>o slleut."
Ile suddenly caught her hand, hang
ing at her side, aud clasped it in a
grip Hint hurt her. "If you had written to me out of the fullness of your
He
heart, oh, you Incomparable"—
checked himself and dropped her lingers with an abruptness that made her
feel as though he had Hung them off.
"Life is such a farce, Eunice," he
answered
"that,
generally
coldly,
speaking. It Is wiser to do as you did
—to refrain from speaking out of the
fullness of the heart. Hut what, may
I ask, restrained you?''
She looked pained and hurt, both at

his tone and his words.
"I feared," she answered, with «
gentle sadness, "that I might weary
you, I)r. Kinross."
His laugh sounded to her sardonic.
"Weary me? Let me tell you some
thing. The night I saw you off on
your train for New York there was η
sudden drop In my spiritual thermom
eter that left me torpid, bored, sick to
death of the not-worth-whlleness of
things. After a few days I wrote to

blood-purifying, alterative and

tonic ingredients by such original and peculiar methods as to
retain the full medicinal value of each and all.
The severest forms of scrofula, salt rheum, catarrh, rheumatism, dyspepsia, and debility are cured every day by

Sarsaparilla

stronger than our wills—we un:· t ; Ic!d
to It!"
She drew her hand away from :
"No, no! If you mean we must ; >!d
to It at the expense of auoiher fei.Ts
happiness, I will not!"
"Georglana, you menu?"
"You are betrothed to her."
The devil I am!"
"But you are 'as good as."'
"That's her Idea, not mine. I novel·
originated it. And if I have any influence wlih myself"—
"You told me you loved her!"
"I spoke figuratively. I mean I 1 ·ved

youth, beauty, grace."

"Oh!"
"Don't you see?"
"Please to label your remarks to me,
She was
'literal' or •figurative.'"
speaking quite seriously, with a look
of bewilderment; "or 1 may m! tinier-

stand you painfully!"
"No, Kuuicc. you and I will Dot misunderstand each other again. For we
shall speak the same language— the
language of our hearts!"
"But if It was not .Whs Kllcry, what
was It that kept you from me when
you wanted to come?"
"I will tell you."
He drew a long, deep breath, then
half turned lo her as he walked beside
her and talked.
"It was while the days dragged by
when I was waiting for a letter frmi
you, ami my heart grew sick w i:ii
hope deferred that a great truth beI came h:to
gan to dawn upon inc.
the realization that my whole horizon
was colored by the thought of Kunlce;
that In thinking of her I found my
only Interest, my only happiness; that
In the meeting of her life and mi te,
the deepest needs of my nature had
been met and fed: and at last I came
face to face with the knowledge that
she was all to me that a woman can
be to a man: that I loved her utterly!"
Eunice walked at his side like one
moving In a dream. For a moment
the silence between them throbbed
with their strong emotion.
"And then," he presently went on,

the gravity of his voice calming her
throbbing heart, "came my bitter
struggle with myself. I was not willlug to take advantage of your inexpe-

rience—before you had had an opporI knew you
to see other men.
cared for uie, but how could I be sure
that your feeling would l»oar the test
of your larger knowledge and experience?
Clearly my honorable course
was to be silent, to withdraw Into the
background of your life, until you
should come Into a mature understanding of your own heart.
"Then, the simplicity of the life I
would have to offer you as the wife of
t teacher compared with the brilliant
Aireer you might have—possessed of
large means—a man would have to
think better of himself than I thought
|o ask a woman to make such a sacrifice.
"The possibility that you might think

tunity

fortune hunter I put aside as an
nuworthy thought of you. That your
lunt might attribute such a motive to
me—I was indifferent to that, though

me a

I believe she would favor me as a
suitor, she's so daft about 'family.'
80
And she's not mercenary either.
my own comparative poverty would
to
take
it
100 doses
Sold
not stand In my way with her.
"Then I reasoned that tn denying
For those who prefer ! tarn· curat I re properties m the liquid form benldes
Lm
WdlbuluDS medicine In tablet accuracy of dose, convenience. economy, there my heart I risked not only my own
or
no
loss
in
chocobreakage,
by evaporation,
leakage,
being
form Hood'· Sarsaparilla Is now pnt np
life's happiness, but yours as well.
la ted tablets called 8arsatabs. as well as In the Sold by druggists or sent promptly by mail.
Fortune huuters would swarm like
0. 1. Hood Co., Lowell, Mas·.
ttwl liquid form. Sanatabs have Identically ttoJ
(Continu*! on p**e four.)
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In combination, proportion and process, Hood's Sarsaparilla
is therefore Peculiar to Itself in merit, sales and cures.
It is made from the best

you. and the expectation of hearing
from you revived me somewhat.
Rut
the expor tation prolonged itself to a
point whore it censed to he interesting
and been·no tormenting. 'Why doesn't
Eu like answer my letter?' was the
only thought my brain contained day
■ id night."
"Rut now that you know why you
pay that you commend my 'wisdom' lo
keeping silent?"
"Ah. but what good did It serve?
For you see here I am at your sideIn spite of your wisdom. In spite of my
own—for I. too, Eunice, have been
Acting wisely since we parted, else a
whole month would not have passed
without our looking again Into each
other's eyes!"
There was a passion In his voice
that caught her breath.
"You have been repressing your feelings in staying away—your feelings
for nie?" rhe asked breath lees I v. "Did
you \.;t it to hoe me.'' ou we Lor wistful question.
"I id I?
Here I aie!" was his an·

her fresh impressions interesting him
"I ask myself sometimes, Is all life
α slavery, only In different forms? Every one seems to lie in bondage of
some sort.
'iiie men of Aunt Eunice's
elan are slaves to the women; a man
allows himself to become a mere mon
ey making machine for no other np
parent reason than to keep his wife
and daughters in idleness or to give
them opportunity to cultivate them
selves, it seems that the man doesn't
It's no objec
need time for culture.
tion to him If he does have some eulture. but It must not interfere with
But the women
his money making.
must have leisure for the study of art.
for society and other feminine occupa
tlons.
Aunt Eunice says that if .·»
man is η gentleman he will work nbrht
and day to give his wife or daughter
absolute leisure to do as she pleases.
I don't see the ?nn!ty of It or the
Justi e. If a woman does not rear a
family and make a home or else work
at some vocation, if r!ie Is simply th
daughter of a household, spending her
time cultlvatlnz hen-elf In muc!'· at:·!
literature and gracing social a7a 1rs. >>'
wlint significance is T* »r eslfteiuv 1'
Wlc.t
the economy of tfie universe?
point has her life?"
i'li her old wl
She turned to Iilm
fi'l nppe.il. The. e commonplace ι>:·ο'
leins. so new to her. were evident'

Peculiar to Itself

dently she was sure she had inspired
If he led the talk
all unconsciously.

to sense when she was being tiresome.
In snort, like all egotists, she lacked
tact
But Kinross politely persisted and
at last succeeded in holding her attention upou his story long enough to
excite her mild interest. She was very
She exmuch surprised of course.
pressed, in conventional tenus, some
good wishes for the fortunate girl,
moralized a bit about the situai! u.
and then returned to the more luipor
taut subject of herself.
When, after a half hour that had
been all too short to satisfy Oivj-irlann

"Newport, Sept.

"Fhe has been with me here
it Newport for nearly three weeks,
ind this is my first opportunity, Peter,
You must, of
|jr writing to you.
iourse, be curious to hear how things
have gone with each of us since the
Kid came to me.
"Of course after your noncommittal
iccount of her, I was prepared for the
ivorst and iiad braced myself to meet
the shock which my own niece's man·
aers and appearance must give me.
The bracing served me in good stead
when she arrived, for the shock was
even greater than I had counted on;
though as it came from an unexpected
direction, my lieing prepared to meet
it did not count for so much as It
would otherwise have done. Of course
I knew Mrs. Kenyon would do all she

·ιιη1 lo sofie'i the .<»w by lixing her
up .is to clothes, b it from what you
had told me of my niece's life, I could
not reasonably have expected to see
he graceful, ex juisite looking girl who
ivall'.ed into my drawing room last
Frkiaj night. You know it is the expie >:ion of a face and not merely perfection of coloring and feature which
saves it from being common.
"I thought she would look vacant
and awkward or else vulgarly loud and
self asserthe. I was not prepared to
see a face of extraordinary refinement
and intelligence and to meet α manner of dignity and gentleness.
Do you
acknowledge now that blood will tell?
At lirst I was Inclined to be angry
with you for not having spared me
the suffering I endured In anticipating
her coming. I thought you might have
told me what she was like, how she
had educated herself, and so forth.
But on second thoughts I knew you
had done wisely In leaving me to find
it out for myself.
"The child is touchingly grateful to
me for the motherly care—so new to
her—which I confess I delight in lavishing upon her, and I need not tell
you that two lonely, love hungry
hearts have found comfort In this
newly discovered tie of blood.
"When we came to talk of finances
I was surprised at her qukkness to
understand business problems which
A trained
were so entirely new to her.
Intelligence, even wlien the training
has been as one sided as hers has I -en
helps so much In every direction
Against my protest she ha;· Pudsted
ver! 11e· ο"
upon an equal division 1
her father's wealth. I } < e r'>so!utel;
refused to accept this until she has lia·'
at least one year's experience of 1 If.
In the world, when she will tinders tarn'
something of the value of money.
"Even If I wished to I d«»:i"t think 1
could ever make a worldling of her
Each day she Is with me I am In)
pressed nfrc 'i with the purity am'
simplicity of her mind.

man on the davenport a sharp pang
of jealous apprehension, for Dr. Kinross' popularity with girls and women
was so notorious as to be a source of
mortification to himself.
It was still early, and President 1*1lery had not yet come into the parlor,
to Mr. Gateshead had to perform t^e
teremony of introduction.
Dr. Kinross in evening dress bore
very slight resemblance on a first
glance to peter the farmhand. Miss
Ellery came forward across the floor,
holding out her beautiful hand, and
met him In the middle of the room.
Tall as she was. he stood head aud
shoulders above her as he clasped her
His face was quite
offered hand.
grave as tlHr hands and glances met.
Mr. Gfi tes head. looking on as the two
girls greeted Kinross, felt somethln
electric In the air. something strange
in the.espectant. tentative look of Dr
Kinross' eyes upon Georgiana's upturned face.

"Daisy." Georgiana gently chided
her, "you put it on such a low plane!"
"'It?' What's-it?'"
"My prospective acquaintance with
Dr. Kinross."
"Oh, Georgiana! Why, I'm expecting it's going to be most inspiring and
uplifting—to see you jilt him. you
know."
"I'm not even sure that he's going to
be here tonight."
"Gra"Oh!" said Daisy blankly.
cious! And here I'm standing on my
hliul legs in glad expectation!"
"He wrote me that he had an engagement for part of the evening with
a
Miss Wolcott, who was passing
through town 011 her way to New
York, but that if he might come early
and leave early he would be delighted
to do so. The tone of his note," she
added critically, "was manly."
"Dear me! How did be manage to
be manly in a note like that?"
"There was an atmosphere about it."
Ceorgiana insisted.

ciiapter xxvi:
ROM the senior Miss Wolcott to
Dr. Peter Kinross

r

She was certainly carrying it oO
ment at her manner.
very easily, all things consideredAs she turned halfway from him to
more easily than he was. in fact.
lie
a chair in the bay window he awkWas relieved at her interpretation ol
bewardly sat down on the davenport
his escapade, for he would have foam!
side Daisy. To relieve the situation,
it rather difficult explaining his dl·
at least for the sake of her own feelguise if she had not done it for him.
ings and Mr. Gateshead's, Daisy chat"But how did we both happen to ge:
ted vivaciously, but she met wifli a
to the Morningstar farm?" she sud
of
for
Mr.
lack
response,
discouraging
denly asked. "You could not have
Gateshead was crushed aud Georgiana
known that I was going there, for I
in
Interest
force
an
quite unable to
did not know It myself until the very
anything l>ut the theme which just
day I went."
now absorbed her highest contempla"Your supposing that I would have
tion.
you thither, if I had known, is
pursued
of
another guest
The announcement
was very welcome to Daisy. The name
"Dr. Kinross" sent a thrill of expectancy through the two feminine heurt:!
in the room, but it gave to the lovesick

absently.

tliey were obliged to come forth from
their retreat in I)r. EUery's study, lier
face was so beaming that Gateshead,
when he saw her. was in despair, and
as she moved through the rooms, her
girl friends all decided that Kinross
had certainly proposed on sight.
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THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

Part* Hill.
Mrs. O. A. Thayer and Mrs. Caroline
FORBES,
A Τ WOOD &
P. Harlow started Monday for a vacation
Filitor· «ail Proprietor·.
of two or three weeks. They will stop
in Boston for a time, and before returnA. E. Kokbks.
Ukobuk Μ. Α τ wood.
ing Mrs. Tbayer will visit the family of
Judge Potter in Philadelphia.
Tkrmb
tl..V> a yexr If paid strictly In advance.
Fred Harding met with a severe acciHherwlae $2.00 a year. Single copie» 4 cent». dent at the
factory of the Paris ManuAll lésai advertisement· facturing Company at South Paris reAi>TEKT!8KVE5TS:
are given three consectlve Insertion· for #1.30
cently. A small car loaded with boards
per Inch In !cnirth of column. Special contracte
and fell upon Mr.
made with local, transient and yearly advertis- left the elevated track
er·.
Harding, breaking one rib and inflicting
is
Ile
recovering from
New type, fast presses, electric I other injuries.
Job Pscrmio
power, experienced workmen and low price· the injury but had a very narrow escape
com hint· to make this department of our buel-1 from more serious results.
aces complete and popular.
Hiram Heald has purchased the valuable orchard property on the west side
of the South Paris road, formerly owned
RI.WLE COPIES.
J. H. Rawson.
Single Copies of the Democrat are four cent· by
Bert Gibbs returned Saturday from the
each. The: will be mailed on receipt of price by
of
for
the·
convenience
or
patrons
•.he publishers
Central Maine Hospital at Lewiston, havilngle copW of each Issue have been place·! on
ing made rapid recovery from an opera<ale at the following places In the Couuty :
tion for appendicitis.
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
•south I'arls,
Noye*'Drug Store.
Norway,
Greenwood.
Stone'» Drugstore.
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
Buckfleld,
Seven inches more of snow yesterday
Mrs. Harlow, Pi>atOfflce
Pari* Mill,
and last night, now for breaking roads
Samuel T. Wh'te.
West I'arls,
K. A. Shurt'eff A Co.
again. It almost seems as if February is
trying to make up the deficiency of December and January by doing what he
can toward sending us the usual supply
State
A
of snow and cold weather. But his reign
THE
WILL BE HELD IN
will end before this reaches the reader,
Portland,
although he has an extra day in which
Armory,
The number of zero mornings
to rule.
Tuesday, April 30th, 1908,
and amount of snow during the winter,
will be given in due time, proving our
At 1:30 o'clock, P. M.,
for the purpose of selecting si* candidates for right hand does not "forget her cunelector* of i're-l·lent and Vice-President of the ning."
Unite Mute-. and four «'elevate* at large and
Clinton Cole, who had so hard a time
four alternate- to attend the National Kcpuld can
with pneumonia and heart trouble, is on
I onvention to l>e held Id the City of Chicago, 111
of
the
10th
the >t«te of li.lno », on Tuesday
iUy
the gain and it is thought he will pull

|

—

■

—

Republican

Convention;

June. l'u». and the transiting of any other busithrough.
ness tii.it may propei ly cme before It.
1'he basis of repre->entation will lie as follows
Beujamin King has been on the sick
Each city, towu and plantation will be ectltled list two weeks, but is now out again;
for
votes
cast
to one 'lél· gate, and forev- ry 75
in the
of sickness was
caudbhte fur bwvci nor In 190·; cause
the
au additional delegate, and for each fraction of bead.
-ti' %>>tes In excels of 7.'> vote-, an additional
the other
Daniel Cole came
delegate. Vacancies In the delegation of any with a double horse team and four visitcity town or plantation can only be filled by
real ent-· ot the County In which the vacancies ors, all of whom had been down with
exist.
That disease is followed
the
The -date Committee will be In session In fie
another called
mostly, but not
anteroom of the Armory at 12 30 o'clock P. M.
children.
confined to
They
on the day of the Convention for the purpoee of always,
A dele- would wake
recel vie g the credentials of delegates.
up in the morning with their
gat· in order to In· eligible to participate in the
us
them
stuck together,
Couvent:on mu-t l>e elected subsequent to the eyes
dale of tbU ca I, nnd del-gates cannot be elected blind for the time being, as so many litunder this c.sll to the St de Convention to be tle mummies.
So far as known all are
hereafter call· d for the purpose of nominating a
getting better.
Candida e for Governor.
Ransom Cole commenced sawing up
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
political affiliation^, who beli ve In the prln birch Wednesday, of which he has about
dples of the Republican party and endorse Its 100 cords. He will saw out bis long lump· liclet·, are cordially Invited to unite under this
Frank Morgan and his
ber later on.
c II In eicctlug delegates to this convention.
State Committee.
i'er order,
brother Henry make up a part of the
HETII M. CARTER, Chairman.
crew.
Γ» Y BON HOY D, Secretary.
We are indebted to some one for a
LiwUtou, February 12, 1D0S.

neuralgia

Republican

day

hefe

grippe.

by

pinkeye,

ceiing

The March Court.

Tuesday

of next week tbe March term
of Supreme Judicial Court opens at South
Paria. Judge Whitehouse will preside.
With regard to the civil business of the
term, there is little to indicate anything
As usual
as t'» the length of the term.
since 'he development of Humford Falls,
quite a volume of criminal business is to
Several parties are albe expected.
ready under bonds to appear at this
terra.
\aturallv the chief interest of the
the second trial of
term will center in
Wallace <ί. Everett of Paris, charged
with the murder of Edgar L. Radcliffe
las' June. As will be remembered, this
case was tried at the October term, and
the jury, after boing out twenty-six
hours, were discharged, standing at the
end seven to tive f >r conviction, practically as they had stood during the
entire time they were considering the
After the first trial it was ancase.
.John P. Swasey,
nounced by Hon.
Everett's counsel, that the case would
not be tried again in this county if he
could prevent it, but whether he is still
determined to move for a change of
Assistant Attorvenue is not known.
ney General W. C. Philbrook will be
here iu the interest of the state ou this
case, as at the October term.
The grand jury in atten'lance w ill be
the one empaneled in October. For the
traverse juries venires have so far been
returned as follows:
Peter G. Barrett. Peru.

W. H. Berry, Hehron
Chrtou A. Churchill. Pari·».
George il. Cole. -Jr.. Greenwood.

Charles Cotton, Hiram.
J W. Cromroett. Ν >rway.
Charles C Kill*, Canton.
I l.trence Κ. Κυχ. Bethel.
S. I. French Bethel.
Albert N. Kelt. Woo<t»!uck.
Wilfre·! A. Herstey, Norw.iy.
Frank E. Gordon, Anlover.
George I» KkMer, Kumfonl.
Kti'limun·! I. Meleher. liumfor I.
Granville G. Mun-tloM. BrowndcM.
B. F. KloIon. Porter.
Kre«l K. Scrlbner. Albany.
C. F. Stanton, Oxford.
M. W. Stearin, Lov> 11.
Kollln X. Stet-on, Sumner.
WhlttleM B. Stuart. Paris.
Kamlall I.. Taylor, Mexico.
Oscar E. Turner, Hartford.
Henry Warren, Denmark.
Kill* Whitman, Bucktlel'l.
W. M. White. Dlxdeid.

attendance under
The officers in
Sheriff Hubbard will be \V. L. Farrar,
jailer, J. M Bartlett, East Stoneham, C.
W. Shaw, Bucktield, John F. Phillips,
Fryeburg, W. A. Bieknell, Morway,
crier, W. A. Barrows, Paris, me<*enger.
Miss I.eona D. Stuart of South Paris will
be in charge of the telephone.
John's Letter.
Tbe other day a white hand beckoned
into tbe "Corner Store." The owner
of the hand was and is Mrs. Sadie Harlow, and the "Corner Store" is a millinery store and Mrs. Harlow is the proprietress. She wished to show us how
she had arranged things and how decorated. To say that it is a bower of
beauty would not be enlarging the truth.
It is certainly unique aud is restful to
the eye. She is an artist and ie in her
element, and we wish her success.
When the spring and summer bats have
burst into bloom the beauty of the
bower will be greatly enhanced, no
doubt.
O, yes, we have a critic's optic for
the feminine headgear, and thiuk we
know what is becoming to the wearer,
but that which is shadowed by the hat
or the "love of a bonnet" has always
had greater attractions for us ever since
A bachelor's conwe were a toddler.
fession. We never look on the school
children at play on the campus nor meet
them on the street wirhout a glow at the
heart and the starting into life of the
memories of the lontr ago. But they
know nothing about that and care nothing, and that is the sadness of it.
Well, we hope the little mothers,
every one of 'hem, when summer comes
again, will be the sole owner of a cunning little hat from the "(/'orner Store,"
a hat with rose* on it bright as the
their cheeks, and something
roses on
among the roses that will sparkle like
their eyes.
Ever read the particulars of the battle
royal that was fought in Delaware a few
months ago between the home-savers
and the home-destroyers, aud how the
women folks after doing up the break4
bnnnits" and
fast dishes put on their
went f"-»h, and what a pretty tight they
It was practically a womanput it
victory, and now Delaware ie "dry."
Then the women folks came home to
their darning and patching, their baking
and boiling, their stewing and frying
and housecleaning and
rocking tbe
cradle of the world some more. Good
John.
folks!
us

A sensation was caused in Portland
last week by the arrest of George U.
Brown, one of the policemen of the city,
with a good record, for larceny. Brown,
had in bis
who was on night duty,
possession duplicate keys to a number of
stores on his beat, and it is thought that
be had done a large business taking
goods from them for some time.
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Mr. Β. E. Gerrish, who has been sick
with the grippe for three weeks, la able
to be about his business again.
The annual meeting of the Buckfield
Tillage Corporation will be held at the
house on Tuesday, Maroh 3d, at

Farmington
spring recess.
A mite box opening

! Strange Stories Are Told of

Quantities

<

held at the

was

brought

maitiH will be

waa from Gorham, N. H·, »nu Q1"
,lid work, being highly commended bj
the audience.
called to ClareRev. I. b.
o{ last week.
,U
cattle train between
V.
Brvant's Pond last Wednesday
-el», to ». w-

here for burial

The pastor of the Methodist church
has been taking his turn at the grippe,
large
was not in his pulof Gould Academy at Mid for two Sabbaths
to reeume March 1.
Odeon Hall, where the following pro- pit. lie hopes
The Dudleys are all sick with the
gram was given:
grippe and under the care of the doctor.
Invocation.
This accounts for Harry Dudley not
Music.
The Man for the Crl«ls.
Adapte·!. making his regular trips to South Paris.
A mol Rrownc.
Mr. Jordan has been confined to bis
Elizabeth Kllham.

toÏ
An'aïcident
Λλ
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T;srv. I»
'°Mar.WElva E.

Lock..
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Kdffi·*. change result
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is
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Quartette
tained °vere«ht on Friday.

were

enter,

Kktf SS?i2 Mr.5

with Mr»
Kimball and
Mrs Bradbury wero guests at Dr.
Mr.. Marble stopped with
Mrs. Levi Shodd.

W™,.Te?s;

West Sumner.
Mrs. Moses Dow is on the sick l>et·

S-

^^^«TirLSSS
returned

àt^Brunswick,

her

to

home

Jefai srts va
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"XT'Buck is^af
home from

Humford Falls and is engage*

a

wedding

PIR%

to see

dress for a young

m

™ak,nK

lady of

that

Sunday
niece, Mrs.Maidie Bearce, who

Stetson went to Hebron

ids

is well known here.

νβτΐΓ?Γ BaRh'ciub

Mrs. Bearce
met

with

is

,η

Mrs.

Monument,
house for the
Retta Veronica Shaw.
II. Ureenough Smith. serious illnose.
Qulxarvyu's Rival,
Ueorge K. King, Jr.

T.-be'e

Music.

Captain January,

Agnes Adella Hutchlns.
Adapted.
Jerry, Tho Robbln Roy,
Forrest Amaslah Kecne.
Wm. I>can Howells.
The Pilot's Storv,
Mildred Fellows Dyer.
Music.
The

Storming of Mission Ridge.
Rcnjamln Taylor.

Λβ the

Warren Vernon Cookson.

Pauline Phelps.

Moon Kose,

until he became commander in cUiei ο
he army and down to the end. The
Life of Wsahincton an original pape
Kefre.
was read by Miss Lois llollis.
The ne» meeting
were ·««*.

The six
fall of new and damp
horse team belonging t" Will Yates and
Fred Edgerlv made good roads from the
Tubbs school house to the City. Ned
serve, dinner
Packard with a four horse team broke
the roads through Richardson Hollow. in the veetry March 4.h. A kooil a
is
Many are in sympathy with Mr. Reu- tendance desired.
Ko b insu il s Socially Co., airer uisb -n Whitman for his great misfortune
their
moving pictures here for
playing
of losiug his left hand.
three nights to very small audiences,
Locke's Mills.
have gone to North Buckfield.
They
Mr. Guy Coffin of Mechanic Falls visit- seem to very quiet well behaved people.
Ε. E. Field and family of North Paris
ed relatives anil friends in town for a
spent Sunday with Mrs. Field's auut,
few days last week.
Roy Bnwn is hereon a visit. He is Mrs. E. G. Small.
M. C. Heckler was unable to come and
in the employ of the Berlin Mills Co.
& ElliugMrs. Helen Bryant and Lola Foster at- cook for the men at Cummings
wood's
boardiug house. B. Stuart of
tended a meeting of the Pythian Sisters
South Paris, who has been cookiug for
at Bryant's Pond Thursday afternoon.
Bartlett Λ- Tebbots' siw mill at Ellis them, left for home Friday. For the
present the lumbermen are taking tbcir
Kiver was burned Tuesday morning.
Lucius Trask is driving his colt '"Sweet meals at Rodney Chandler's.
Miss Lois Hollis of North Paris is
Marie." She is a beauty.
Fred Morton of Auburn was in town a spendiug a few days with her grandmother, Mrs. Rosetta H. Ryerson.
few days.
M re. Ryerson has been visiting for the
North Stoneham.
past week with her daughter, Mrs.
Alice Adam lias g>ne to Lovell Cen- Thomas Hollis, of North Paris.
David Andrews has sold a hundred
tre to w.>rk for Mrs. Ε. T. Stearns.
Mr. and Mrs Lyman Hilton visited barrels of apples aud is having them
hauled to the station at West Paris.
friends in Waterford last week.
Mrs. II. B. Maxim left for Livermore
Calvin Stearns of East Stoneham was
there on account of the
at his sister's, Mrs. J. C. Sawyer's, Mon- Friday, called
illness of her father, who is old and
ilav and Tuesday.
Wendall Flanders from Norway is at feeble. Mrs. Wm. Cushmao is keeping
.vork in the mill here for Bartlett Λ Mc- house for her.
Dr. C. M. Bisbee of Rumford Falls was
Keen.
from here Saturday of last week to examine
Elden McAllister has moved
in a railJames McAllister's back to the school- James Tuell who was injured
Dr.
road accident some months ago.
house.
Wtn. Gammon took dinner with his Bisbee was sent here by the railroad
found Mr. Tuell's
daughter. Mrs. II. B. McKeen, Sunday. company. The doctor
John McAllister has finished bauliug left arm had been partly torn from its
birch for Bartlett and moved back to socket and is now withering away.
Maurice Farrar and wife of Buckfield
East Stoneham.
spent Tuesday with Mr. Farrar's parents,
Brownfield.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Farrar.
Mrs. W. T. Bisbee is ill in bed with
Mrs. Warren Johnson died very sudthe grippe. Bessie Hazelton is at work
denly Ftb. 25 of paralysis.
The ladies of the Universalist Circle for her. Dr. Wheeler was called to her
and also to Mrs. Alphonzo Hazelton who
gave an entertainment, fair and supper
an attack of
Wednesday evening at town hall. On is slowly recovering from
account of a very stormy night many the grippe.
Geo. A. Chandler has recently sold
were kept at home.
heifers for ?100
Mrs. Leslie Poor and sou, formerly of three two-year-old
this town, now of Boston, are visiting apiece.
Mrs. C. E. Dunham, who is sick with
friends in this village.
Mrs. Sherman McDonald has a young a very severe cold, is now able to be up
about the house. Georgia Irish is workdaughter.
ing for her.
News of interest is getting scarce.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Packard, who have
East Brownfield.
been here for several weeks, left Friday
It is rumored that Mr. Albort John- for East Sumner.
William Ellis of Canton is at Mr.
son is about to return to California.
his
The Congregational Circle met with Freeman Farrar's. Mr. Ellis brought
graphophone along and gives nightly
Mrs. S. W. Howe last week.
Mrs. Leslie Poore and son are visiting concerta which are very much enjoyed
by the Farrars and their neighbors.
at F. W. Poore's.
Eirly Sunday morniog, Feb. 23d, the
Hiram.
mill and contents belonging to Charles
Mr. Harry Hartford,· who has been
Hill were burned. No insurance. Cause
absent in Vermont and Massachusetts
unknowu.
his brother,
Chas. Burbank has been giving a somo seven years, visited
vaudeville show at Bradbury Hall during Mr. Augustus A. Hartford, this week.
The funeral of Mr. Herbert Stuart,
the last week.
on the 20th, was
R. v. Mr. Boyd of Denmark was enter- who committed suicide
on the
tained at dinner last Tuesday by Mr. and held at the Methodist church
H.
Hoyt offered
Mrs. Hiram Gatchell, who are to have 24th. Rev. Hervey
Hiram
and the
the Congregational Circle March 11. words of sympathy
Lodge, K. of P., rendered their beautiPicnic supper.
a very impressive
Mr*. Chas Fesseuden has been visit- ful burial service in
manner.
iug lier daughter, Mrs. Allen, in Cornish.
Llewellyn A. Wadsworth held a justice
East Waterford.
court at Kezar Falls on Feb. 21st and
Wilson
Mrs. G. A. Miller went to Pittsfield 24th and tried Mrs. Josephine
three daughters for assault on
Wednesday to see her father, who is ex- and her
Fob. 13th on Deputy Sheriff Geo. F.
pected to live but a few days.
and resisting
Alton Ames drove to Westbrook Mon- Weeks, and obstructing
while he was searching for Owen
day to get the household goods of hie him
Herbert Goodwin with a search warrant.
uncle, Alotizo Cole.
wero fined
Arthur Everett, who works in Massa- The two youugest daughters
with costs, the mother
chusetts, is at L. E. Mclntire's for a few which was paid
and oldest daughter failing to recognize
days.
Paris jail to await
Lulu Mclntire was operated on for ap- were committed to
of S. J. Court. Goodwin
pendicitis Saturday by Dr. Thompson of the March terra on the 13th after a hot
Portland, assisted by Dre. Bartlett and was captured
to jail.
Bradbury of Norway. It was not a se- chase and taken
She
vere case and she is doing finely.
Denmark.
has a trained nurse from Portland.
The leap year ball given by the ladies
Alton Howe is still very ill, but imof the order of Κ. Ο. T. M. in Odd Felproving slowly.
Harold Noble has been in town this lows' Hall, Friday eveniug, 21st inst.,
There
week testing for the Waterford Cow was a success in every way.
The
were 40 couples on the march.
Testing Association.
hall was beautifully decorated with
North Paris.
colors of that order. A chicken supper
Straw's orchestra
Mr. Fred Mansfield of Anburn and ί in the banquet hall.
!
music for the
Mrs. George Marston of Norway visited of Portland furnished fine
concert and ball. Concert from 8 to 9,
M. S. Bubier recently.
1a.m.
Zilpha Porter is staying with her sis- !I dancing until
Silver Rebekah Lodge, No. 19, held a
ter, Mrs. Henry Page, of Island Pond,
roll call and entertainment in their hall
Vt.
was a large
Mr. and Mrs. Β. K. Dow returned ! Thursday evening. There
home after a three months' visit with ! attendance. Cake and coffee was served
their sons in New Hampshire and Massa- after lodge in the banquet hall.
i Mr. A. B. Ordway is visiting friends in
! chusetts.
The Ladies' Aid nf the M. E. church Harrison, Me.
High School entertainment and supper
gave a dinner at A. D. Andrews' Feb. 26.
Mrs. C. A. Churchill and two children Friday evening, March 0, at Odd Fellow·'
visittd in Buckfield a few days reofntly. Hall.
snow.

Γ.»'.

"«Saw,11

J

The local W. C. T. U. meets next FriMiss Sarah Barrett.
Hon. J. A. Warren and wife of Westbrook spent last Sabbath with Mra. Warren's father, Rev. A. W. Pottle.

day with

Mrs. C. F.
her friends

Norway

Lake.

Whitney does not gain as
would like to have her.

anxious about her.
Mrs. Ο. M. Cummings of Norway
spent a few days here recently visiting
Award of Prizes.
relatives.
Judges—Prln. Fred 3. Llbby, chairman, RerC. W. Partridge is still in poor health.
Ucv. F. R. Schoonover, Rcthcl, Mies
lln, Ν. H
H .title Crugln, Norway.
He does not seem to gain.
The prizes were won by Miss Mildred
Oxford.
Fellows Dyer and Warren Vernon CookJames tilovor has sold his tenement
son.
The little daughter of Rev. and Mrs. house to his brother-in-law, Mr. MoulSchoonover is critically ill with pneu- ton.
Walker and
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
monia.
daughter, Margaret Walker, and Miss
Bryant's Pond.
Page went to Portland to attend the marJohn A. Titus is in Monmouth this riage of Leon Walker and Miss Holt,
week ou a visit to his mother.
daughter of Dr. Holt of Portland, on
K'llth A'nnctte Thurston.
M uslc.

Several members of Jefferson Lodge
of Masons are in Fryeburg this week attending a Masonic gathering.
Reuben M. Whitman, who was injured
last week, is improving and his physician, Dr. Wight, gives encouragement
for his quick recovery.
Mrs. Carrie Marshall has returned to
her home at West Paris, and Mrs. Arabelle Estes is now caring for Louisa
Cole.
Mrs. Celia Wood of Skowliegan has
been holding a series of meetings at the
South Woodstock Advent church.
Thomas Green and Michael Coyne are
visiting in New York city.
Woodstock town report:
Valuation,
$283,939.44
Tax assessed,
5,733 #2
Rate per cent,
.019
Poll·» assessed,
236
Poll tlx.
I3.no

Taxes abated 1907
Kxpcndcd for now school

twelve-inch

three months with
His recovery is nut ex-

past

pected.

Laura G. Richards.

road,
roads,
new

hou^e,

poor,
town

charges,
schools
high school,

7 52
639 57
1000.00
1,743 71
464.91
551.03

1,779.00

βίΐ.25

Ralance In favor of the town Feb. 4, 1908, 2,432.40
Vital Statistics: births, 16, marriages, 7,
deaths, 11.

Sumner.
Charlie Varney is working for I. W.
Crockett in his mill.
Florence Poland is working for Mrs.
G. G. Spaulding.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ames and baby
visited at South Paris.
it. W. Poland sold one of his horses
to Mr. Rich of Canton.
Aubrey Dyer of Norway visited his
brothers, Julian and Wallace Dyer, and
his sister, Mrs. Leland Andrews.
Wm. Studley and family of Wilton
visited at Julian Dyer's recently.

Albany.

Addie Conner is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Charles Valentine, in
Gilead.
The many friends of Mrs. Nellie Inman are very glad to hear that she is
gaining. She is able to sit up quite a
while at a time.
Tho most of the sick ones are on the
Mrs.

gain.

Aunt Charlotte Cumminga is ninety
years old.
Clarence McAllister is on the sick list.
J. K. Wheeler and Guy Johnson are
able to be out of doors again.
Frank Kittridge, who has been visiting
at. J. F. Guptii's, returned to his home in
North Bethel.
Charles Grover remains about the same
at this writing.
Mrs. Persis York and daughter, Mrs.
Annette Briggs, of South Paris, are
visiting old neighbors and friends in
town. Mrs. York is a smart old lady.
A. E. Cross has been helping F. G.
Sloan cut his firewood. Mr. Cross cut
between ton and twelve cords in three
days. Who can beat that?
Every one is glad to see W. A. Bragg
He is traveling
back on the roai again.
for the Grand Union Tea Co of Berlin
and is one of the best salesmen they
have on the road.
Nine inches of damp snow Feb. 26.
Keru.

They feel quite

Fred Sturtevant was at Dixfield and
West Peru to see his brothers Monday.
Mrs. Fred Sturtevant is visiting at her
old home in New Sharon.
Mrs. Ânna Robinson of Otisfleld is
with Mrs. Howe for a while.
Mrs. H. L. Whitney gnea to Boston
this week for the remainder of the winter.
Miss Hazel Donham, who has been
■pending the week's vacation with ber
sister, Mrs. H. K. Stearns, will return to
her teaching in Springfield, Mass., on
Saturday. Mrs. Stearns remains about
the same.
Mrs. Ira Bearce, who has been very
sick for several weeks, is no better. Dr.
Donovan of Lewiston was up Tuesday in
consultation with Dr. McFadyen.
Mr. Moody was at home over Sunday.
Hebron Grange held an all day meet-

ing Wednesday.

North Waterford.
Ezra Lebroke has gone to his mother's,
Mrs. A. B. Washburn's, to board. He
has been staying at the home of bis
daughter, Mrs. Jess Littlefleld.
Charles Grover romains very low, with

not much hope of recovery.
The mill at Tuskahola is shut down
for repairs on the engine.
Rilla Marston, Mrs. Bernice
Mrs.
Littlefleld and little son Willis visited
Mrs. Pearl Hatch Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hazelion and Harry
Morey went to Norway Tuesday.
Mrs. Hattie Curtis, who has been
staying at Mrs. Washburn's, baa gone
away.
Mrs. Merle Morse and two children
have gone to visit ber parent· Id New,

Hampshire.

rom

Try

other makes.

WRAPPERS, dark blue and
braid,

stripes and figure*, trimmed

grey Print with

with

$100

WRAPPERS, Print, assorted greys, front trimmed with pointed bands, eight inch
$1.25
....
ruffle around bottom,
yoke handsomely
WRAPPERS, grey and blue Pereele with figures and stripes, ruffle
around the
trimmed with ruffle, belt, giving shirt waist effect, deep
*
11.25
bottom,
to ehake the wonderful lofluence be has
and
blue
band
shades
of
brown,
medium
grey,
of Bradford Percale,
over the people, even going so far as to WRAPPERS
$1 50
trimmed front and back and under arm,
threaten prosecution, but as he does not
accept any money for his services and SHIRT WAIST SUITS, dark blue Print with white polka dots, plain waist,
11.25
does not give any medicine himself, tbey
...
flounced skirt,
bave been powerless to interfere.
waist
and
with
blue,
of
shades
Percale,
medium
grey
WAIST SUITS,
Cooper created considerable amuse- SniRT
full skirt with deep
panel down front with three 1-2 inch tucks on each side,
ment at the expense of the doctors by
fl.25
.........
rutile,
^^
asking tbem why they did not write their

Clothing and Cures
Disease Without Pay.

>f remarkable curee which have been

by a wealthy philanthropist by

Feb. 28th.
peculiar medicine.
His trouble had been of long standMrs. Fisher is at home from Portland
on account of the illness of her husband. ing, and he had tried mauy different
doctors and medicines without relief.
She is somewhat improved in health.
Married, Feb. 25, at the residence of From the first dose of Cooper's medicine
her parents, Mr. and Mra. Chauncey he began to improve, and is to-day in apFaruham, Miss Grace Farnham and Mr. parently porfect health. This was folGeorge Seiders of Portland. Tho cere- lowed by the still more remarkable cure
at the
mony was performed by Rev. Mr. New- of Mr. Thomas Webster, employed
port. The father and mother of the Omaha Packing Company, and living at
bridegroom, Mr. and Mrs. Seiders, of 5210 South Morgan Street. Mr. WebDamariscotta, were present, also Misses ster had suffered for years with pain in
his stomach, dizziness, palpitation of
Bertha and Annie Hazen of Portland.
William Harper, formerly of Welch- heart, backache and all other troubles.
ville, died on Monday, Feb. 24, at Poland He came to Cooper's headquarters, and
Corner.
displayed an enormous tapeworm, which
he said had passed from his system after
Lovell.
he had taken a few doses of the Cooper

in English so their patients
would know what they were taking.
Since the interest has become so widespread that Cooper cannot meet the penpie personally, he is receiving an enor
mous mail, and keeps a large force of
stenographers employed in answering
it. In tho meantime storiee of marvelous
cures continue to pour in.
Mr. Vincent Trocolo, living at 472-1
Armour Avenue, had suffered agony for
months from rheumatism. Id telling of
his case he said:
"Two years ago, while in the best of
health, I was stricken down with rheumatism, which affected my arms so that
I could not raise tbem above my head.
For this reason I had to give up my profession as a musician and abandon my
harp altogether; I could not play it at

prescriptions

all.

Gradually the rheumatism spread

For That

couraged.

"One day I read of Cooper's preparations in the newspapers and what they
were doing for Chicago people, and I
decided to try them as a last resort, as 1
had tried every known remedy, but
without result.
I purchased a treatment, and β,οοη after commencing same
I noticed an improvement in my appetite, which became normal again; also
the pains in my arms and limbs decreas- *
ed, and I was soon able to raise my arms
high above my head and could walk
without any difficulty. I am feeling tine
and expect to go back to my profession
again; it will seem good to be able to
play on my harp once more, but I should
never have been able to do so if I had
not used Cooper's preparations.
They
saved me where all others failed.
"I want to praise these remedies all I
ί can, for they are certainly wonderful."
Cooper claims to have received the
! formulas of the medicines he is using
from an aged priest in a sleepy Spanish
town in Old Mexico.
Tho Mexicans be1
lieved that holy water or some supernatural olement entered into their com-

I

Cough Use

It will
for the
almost
refund

j

BALSAM,

COUGH

HARVARD

and sold it
s*:rely help you. We have made
in
satisfaction
past ι S years and it has given
or
cure
to
it
every instance. We guarantee
Try it now. Don't let your
your money.

cough hang

I

on

*

long.

too

2 S Cents per Bottle.
PHARMACIES OF

AT THE

F.

A.SHURTLEFF& CO. ί

Soutli Paris, Maine.
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Maine,

Norway,

to my limbs, and it was with great difficulty that I could walk; my appetite became very poor, and I began to get dis-

F.

F.

A. 8IICRTLEFF * CO.

eHFBTLEFF

A.

A

CO.

»

position.
Cooper

receives an enormous daily
mail. Letters are coming from every
of
the
state, asking for advice.
part
The philanthropist reads every letter
carefully, and repljes to each one, advieiug the remedy which is applicable to
I cach individual case.
While bis remarkable cures are the
: chief topic of conversation, many storiee
Β. E. Brown was operated upon at medicinç. Mr. Webster said all his suf- are heard on tho streets and in the busiPortland Wednesday for appendicitis, fering had left him as if by magic, and ness places of his goodness to the poor.
His gifts of food, money and clothing
and is reported as making good progress he felt like a new being.
The report of these remarkable cures have relieved a great amount of distress,
toward recovery. He has suffered from
this at times for a number of years and flew like wild fire, and the Public Drug and have greatly endeared him to the
deemed it best to have it attended to be- Store, where Cooper is making his head- people.
lie is beginning to show the great
fore it became acute. The operation quarters, is besieged by people suffering
strain he has been under tho past two
was at the Eye & Ear Infirmary and done from all manner of ailments.
The physicians of this city are amazed weeks, and it is understood that he will
by Dr. Cragin, a former Norway boy
bave tried ! remain here only one more week.
and schoolmate of Brown's.
at the work he is doing, and
Mrs. W. H. Richardson is still at the
The Oriental Hakurankwai.
Maine General Hospital and is longer in
making recovery, as her case had become
Decidedly Oriental was the appearance
acute before the operation.
of New Hall as transformed for the
Quite a number went from horo Friday Hakurankwai of the Universalist Good
evening to the drama at East Fryeburg. Cheer Society of Wednesday and ThursA delegation went Thursday evening day. The decorations
were
largely
to the Masonic Council at Fryeburg.
Japanese umbrellas, lanterns and fans,
and
is
out
The annual town report
and other things Japanese. A number
Stands In the way of many an
shows the finances to be in good condi- of booths were arranged about the sides
favor
of
in
a
balance
honcet man.
tion, there being
and corners of the room, and in the midthe town of over a thousand dollars.
dle a circular booth contained several of
The eye Is a wonderful creation
the departments of the fair. The "fiveand haR a direct control over a
East Sumner.
Uncle
cent grab" was presided over by
large per cent of the nerve force
Union Grange is to visit Buckfleld Sam, and the manner in which the red,
of the body.
white and blue and the Japanese decoraGrange on Saturday, March 7th.
On March 4th the Grangers hold an- tions were mixed would have given Hobother dance in their hall for their bene- son and the other jingoes a nightmare.
Suffer
fit. An addition to their hall is being
Hakurankwai—well, if you happen to
talked.
be reading this aloud you can skip it or
Stella
Mrs. Ella S. Heald and Mrs.
call it Jerusalem. It is understood to
And take all manner of drujr* ami
Robinson visited friends at South Paris be a Japanese word meaning festival.
last week.
treatments when the only relief
don't pronounce it, they call it
People
Mise Delia Kidder of Hale, who has the Good Cheer fair. And liko all the
that they will ever get will be
been visiting at C. B. Heald's, returned Good Cheer fairs, it was a great success,
when they at hat have their eyee
on
home
Tuesday.
this year no less than in previous years
fitted with gl-Maee that will re
We have received papers from the
The departments of the fair were
lleve the cause.
city of Mexico by the hand of Rev. Frank about the same as usual, ranging from
Snell, who with a party of over thirty potatoes to pies, from aprons to the most
persons, has been touring in that terri- elaborate and most useless fancy work.
S.
tory. They were shown many courtesies Sale was good in them all, and very little
by city officials and must have seen was left anywhere when 4 o'clock Thursand
novel
much that was
antiquated. day afternoon came. Wednesday evenEYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
We hope to learn something of interest ing the hall was packed, in spite of the
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
later on concerning that ancient country. more than dubious weather. Music, for
Rev. S. C. Eaton, who is supplying the three evenings of the fair was furthe Congregational pulpit, is also sup- nished by the orchestra composed of the
plying the Baptist pulpit on Sabbath Misses Dean violin and piano, Ralph
afternoons for the present.
Penfold cornet, Howard Shaw clarionet,
He v. J. True Crosby of Auburn Is to with the addition of Myron Watson with
be the speaker on Memorial Day at East trombone, and George Soper and C. E.
Sumner.
McArdle drums. They were also songs
The new lodge of Knights of Pythias by Mr. Bartlett Wednesday evening.
to hold weekly meetings at the Grange
The doll awarded to the girl under
twelve who should secure the most
entitled
Rehearsals for the drama
money went to Miss Verna Howe. The
"Down in Maine" are being held and the two unsuccessful candidates, Miss Gladys
date
an
at
be
will
early
presented
play
Spiller and Miss Marie Newton, received
at the Grange Hall.
each a less valuable doll as a consolation
Extracts from annual report of the
prize. This contest produced over fifty
town of Sumner. Balance in favor of dollars, the successful candidate bringing
town $2,068.40. Only 1358.11 remains in over twenty-five.
The quilt which
uncollected of 1007 tax. Abatement of was
away went to Mrs. Everett
given
tax by inability to pay, $30.40. Vital Farrar, without contest.
statistics:
Births, 21; marriages, 7;
Thursday evening the five-act drama,
deaths, 20. Of the deaths only two "The Country Minister," was presented
were under 20 years of age, the youngest to a crowded house.
The cast of the
being 17. Nine were over 70 years old play was as follows:
at decease. Harrison Bonney is supRev. Ralph Underwood, the country minisII. T. Thayer
posed to be the oldost person now living
ter
in town, being in his 94th year.
Gregory Heath, of the world at large,

Skepticism

People

RICHARDS,

I

SPECIAL SALE
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—

Ladies', Hisses' and Children's
Underwear

Winter
and

Hosiery,

Shop-worn Muslin Underwear and Corsets.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

KINDS OF
WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF ALL

Winter Footwear,
Slippers,

Wool

including Wool Boots, Socks, Leggins,

we
Wool Bals, Felt Shoes, All Kinds of Rubbers, in fact,
a
in
find
to
would
expect
carry a full line of everything you

and

our

prices

are

Our

the lowest.

store

closes other

Saturday evenings,
have extra help Saturday evenings.

and

STORE,

SHOE

CLASS

FIRST

is

nights

Monday
6:15. We

open
at

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera

House

Block, Norway, Vaine,

Tolophono

112-8.

i

Mark Down Sale of Men's Suits |

|s

Η. Ε. Stillmau's brother Jerry from
Tennessee is visiting him.
Mrs. Η. E. Stillman has gone to the
Eye and Ear Infirmary at Portland.
Mrs. Howard Turner's mother, Mrs.
Jackson, of Lewiston, died Feb. 24.
She was with her daughter.
Mrs. Lydia Hazelton, who has been on
the sick list, remains about the same.
Dickvale.
Mrs. Hat tie Getchell and daughter
Mrs. Sylviria Morrill is quite ill at this
Stella visited at Mr. Carter's at Hartwriting.
ford Feb. 22.
Μ γη. Abbie Irish is expected home
Mrs. Euuice Poland is visiting at Mr.
from the Portland hospital to-day, FriJ. E. Conant'e.
Mrs. Clara Dunham called at ber day.
Mrs. Simeon Morrill is failing slowly.
friend's, Mrs. Emma Conant'e, last
Florence Wyrnan is still gaining.
week.
Gerald Tracy is out again.
Mrs. Earl Howard had a son born unto
Mrs K. S. Tracy has a bad cold.
her Feb. 11.
are
Hebron.

It is unnecessary to expatiate on the merits of our WRAPPERS
ind SHIRT WAIST SUITS. The reputation of these garments was
their
ong since established and our customers long ago acknowledged
different
are
much
how
see
and
they
of
these
one
nerite.
garments

of Food and

:he name of Cooper.
Hie headquarters at The Public Drug
; Store is besieged with crowds of men
ind women eager to be cured of their
ills.
Cooper is a quiet, gentlemanly person, i
with the appearance of a etudent, rather
than a business man. He is apparently
ibout thirty-ono or two years of age. He
Bret came into public notice by his phil- ;
intbropic work among the poor. The
large fortune he possesses has made it
possible for him to distribute many
wagon loads of food and clothing among
those in indigent circumstances since
his arrival in Chicago.
The first that was known of Cooper's
power over disease was when Mr. John
Stauber, of 1607 Broadway, Cincinnati,
Ohio, who was in this city on bueinens,
declared that Cooper, the philanthropist,
was the same person who saved his life
last March, after he had been given up to
Mr. Staubcr
die by bis physicians.
stated that last March the doctore told
him he would not live until May, as he
was in a terrible condition; every one
said he had consumption; be had a nasty
cough, with frequent hemorrhages, dizzy
spells, and was so weak that the least exertion or excitement would completely
prostrate him; there were severe pains
in the stomach and back, and his kidneys
were in bad condition.
"After my physicians gave me up,"
said Mr. Stauber, "Mr. Cooper hoard of
lie left
my case and called to see me.
a peculiar medicine which I began taking and I immediately began to improve.
My cough stopped, my stomach no longer
distressed me, and my kidney· were in
perfect condition. I gained seventeen
pounds in eeven weeks, and to-day I am
as well as I ever was in my life."
A few days after this, Mr. R. L. Sidwell, a justice of the peace living at 3322
Dearborn Street, roported that Cooper
had cured him of a severe case of
stomach trouble with a few doses of his

to
Biety. The gentlemen were invited
be present and light refreshments were
served.
Mr. Dastine Spanlding died at his
home in South Portland, Saturday morning. The funeral will bo held at hie
late home Monday, March 2, and the re

Tuesday, March 3.

■

Quiet Stranger Who Distributes Great

Chicago, Feb. 29.—The people of this |
»ity are greatly excited over a number j

, îffected

Mrs. A. F. Warren, Friday
avening, by the ladies of the Baptist soborne of

Poor. THE DOMESTIC

Are Startling.

»ngine

two o'clock p. ii.
Mrs. F. P. Witbington is ill with a
sarbuncle on her head.
Miss Mae Chaffin is at home from Norway, where ahe la employed aa teacher
In the rural echoola.
Alice Heald, the daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. H. M. Ileald, is very ill of typhoid
fever.
Miss Nathalie Witbington is at home
Normal School for the
From

Chicago's

WAIST SUITS.

SHIRT

3ity Is Excited Over the Remarkable Cures of a
Mysterious Man Whose Eccentricities

Lodge

vitation

March 14th.

NEW WRAPPERS AND

Wealthy Philanthropist
Heals

Friday evening
the prize speakers

Florence \Vhitman is sick with chicken
{K)X.
Mrs. Ida Richardson is now able to
l>e up about the house and to assist with
the work.
Edwin Mann of Bryant's Pond called
He is stopon friends in town Sunday.
ping with his parents at the village for a
while.
Mrs. Freelaud Herrick of Woodstock
is workiug for Mrs. Sewall Millett.
A letter from Mrs. Eddie Wood of
Rumford states she is well aud will visit
friends here soon.
Alba Noyes, who is at work in the
woods for Geo. Cole, cut his foot Monday night with an axe, but is now able
t » resume his work.
Aaron Cox had the misfortune to
lose one of his cows last week.

Thursday morning finds

F. Marble.

U

is a
copy of the Gospel Trumpet. It
It) page pamphlet, printed in Anderson,
coming Event·.
Ind., and devoted mostly to the cause of
An
Christianity, and non-sectariau.
March 3.—Oxford Pon oua lirange. West I'arls. I
to any ono who is reE. | interesting paper
March «.—Sunday School Institute, M.
ligiously inclined.
Church, Norway.
Thanks to the "former Oxford County
Ν KW Λ DV KHTISEMENTS.
boy" for the complimeut as expressed in
the last paper.

A Long Life.
Wealthy Philanthropist Heals Chicago's Poor.
Crimlnial Coet*.
Wanted.
South I'arls Savlugs lî.iuk.
Appointment of Administrator.
Parker's Hair Balsam.

encore.

upon the life of Miss Willard, written by
Miss Addie Gordon of Bethel. Rev. P.
Johnson B. Schoonover spoke upon the life of
^ I'm ft Pilgrim,
3. Soprano eolo,
(b
Linger?, Serenade Lincoln as an example to young men as
Mr·. Kimball.
from a boy he lived and preached total
Remembrance,
defined
Tolhorst abstinence. Ellery
Retro*pect,
Mle· Brown.
in plain terms Prohibition and ResubMaUoy mission and left no doubt in the minds
5. Chlnga-RI.».
Mllc.
of bis hearers upon what platform he
stands; hie remarks were forceful and
Μ.„,
convincing for Prohibition and law en,.
forcement. N. R. Springer spoke of the
Mn.Wbury.
,..01I,e power and good work of the W. C. T. U.
«·
Prin. Banscom spoke upon Narcotics
».
■
and impressed upon the young men the
deteriorating effects of nicotine. Editor
E. C. Bowler, as always, came out with a
strong appeal for total abstinence. Mr.
". —»
lw"
J. Π. Barrows was the last speaker, but
M ru. Marble.
the interest of the audience was kept
«· Old Kentucky Home,
until the close of the program. The
tw
has sent to the treasurer $2 for
Mrs. Burnham. Union
Piano accompanist,
the memorial fund.
Schubert
I The mumps have got quite a start
among the academy etudents.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. F. Kendall are receiving congratulations upon the birth
of a son.
Thursday, Win. F. Kendall went to
were in pood voice and
vn
A
the Central Maine General Hospital at
»K.ir Reveral
parts with much
as the wound in his foot wax
Mr» Kimball and Mr». Bradbury Lewiston,
not healing favorably.
e-joy... io thersnl,,
Gould Academy closed this week for
narte
The quartette made fine hai>
the spring vacation of two weeks.
an
with
favorite
is
a
Mrs.
mony
Smiley
audience met
a

kepuhTican

Skepticism.

hearty

programme was given :
Legends,
8chubert QaMtette.
2. Reading. A Shaker

making

Between ^easous Business.
Horwe Hlanket or Kilie Cheap.
New Wrapper* and Shirt Waist Suits.

Buckfield.
Bethel.
Tattle apent Saturday
Mr.
Cheater
W.
C.
the
Feb.
23d,
evening,
Sunday
T. U. bold » Frances Willard com- ι md Sunday with bia parente, Mr. and
baa a
memorative meeting at the Univeraalist lira. C. H. Tuttle. Mr. Tattle
church. The president of the Bethel îne position in the state treasurer's
Union, Mrs. Ο. M. Mason, presided. A >ffice at Augusta.
Nezinscot Lodge, Γ. O. O. F., worked
chorus of young ladies under the ditwo candidates
The following rection of Hiss Jane Gibson rendered ■he initiatory degree on
âne music. After the praise service the it their regular meeting Saturday night.
have received and accepted an inMohrtDg president read a very interesting paper They
on
to visit West Paris

West Part·.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Alfred and Benjamin Child

wood for R. S.

Tracy.

J ml

sawing I

Sunday School Institute.

The Oxford County Sunday School
Institute will meet with the Norway
Methodist church on March β:

j

PROGRAMME.
MORNINO.

10.01

Song and prayer,

1130

Ornerai Secretary.
Conference on Practical Méthode,
Led l>y a Superintendent.

by
10:30 Workers' Conference,
11 .-00 Next Sunday's Lesson,
Le«l

a

Superintendent.
County Officer.

AFTERNOON.

J

Panloe, a wreck

on

the

occan

Y Brlggs

H
of life,

C. T. Ilebbard

1:15 Fifteen Mlnuten for Prayer.
1 :30 The Scholar's Lesson Preparation,
General Secretary.
2 .-00 Topic chosen and presented by local
worker.
events.
2:30 "Round Table," 8. 8. Management,
General Secretary.
Specialties given between acts were a
D.
υ.
▲.
R.
Crane,
"Grading,"
in black face by Fred Hall, and
song
E.
S.
Cotton.
Rev.
3.-00 "Reviews,"
dances by Ralph Andrews and
"Teachers' Me tings," Rev. B. 8. Rldeout. songs and
10 minutes each.
Marie Newton, both of which were
S 30 Questions and Discussions,
encored.
Led by General Secretary. heartily
was
the
7 XX)
7:30
8 KM

RVENINO.
Service of Song and Prayer,
Led by Rev. C. A. Brooke.
Rev. A. T. McWborter.
Address,

Sunday School Development,
General Secretary.

NEIGHBORHOOD FAVORITE.

to

repeated
play
bouse. Jhe specialties

Friday evening
another full

were

varied by the introductron of

a

trombone solo by Mr. Watson in place of
Mr. Hall's song.
For a number of years the Good Cheer
Society has made an average net amount
Thongh
of aboot 1400 from its fair.

Mrs. E. D. Charles of Harbor, Maine,
there were some indications that the
speaking of Electric Bitten, says: "It amount would fall off this year, It has
with
here
favorite
a
is
neighborhood
not done so materially, but the net reus." It deserves to be a favorite everywill be not far from the usual
where. It gives quick relief in dyspep- ceipts
amount.
derangeliver
kidney
complaint,
sia,
ment, malnutrition, nervousness, weakMothir Grab's Swset Powderi for Children,
Its action on
ness and general debility.
Successfully use·! by Mother Gray, nurse In the
the blood, as a thorough purifier makes Children's Home In New York, Cure Feverishmove
it especially useful a· a spring medicine. ness, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders,
the Bowels and Destror Worme.
and
This grand alterative tonio is sold un- Overregulate
At all
nevtrfail.
testimonials.
They
M,000
FREE. Address, Allen
der guarantee at F. ▲. Shurtleff ά Co.'·
drug store. 60o.

dru^jlsU^îta^ ^Jamjjle

Winter Suits. We advise you
early before the best is gone.

Men's Winter Suits in
worsteds and caswmeres.

Timothy Hodd, who would rather whittle
H. 0. Fletcher
than work
Dcitoun Potter, "Just a trifle deef,"..J. J. Merrill
L. W. Clark
William Henry, ( P„un,r_ kl,._ |
w,,e>
Tom Sparrow, j country
j Η. Λ. Tltcomb
.J. S Burhank
Mr. Kllklnf, an officer
Helen Rurlelgb, from the c'.ty, Miss II. M. Porter
Jerusha Jane Judklns, the postmistress,
Mrs. R. C. Mc.\r<lle
Mrs. I. Κ Andrews
Roxy, "a fresh air kM,"
Mrs. A. L. Holmes
Grlmeo
Granny
Miss K. A. Murphy
Fanny, a maid
The play presents a variety of scenes
and characters, rural and urban, rich
and poor, saintly and sinful. In some
of its features it is pretty strongly melodramatic, and in others it has all the
sweetness and
simplicity of the most
truly rural drama. In its acting it was
fully up to the high standard established for South Paris performances. The
cast was an excellent one, and while
space would not admit of particularization, it may be said that there was not a
spot in it subject to adverse criticism.
It went with the smoothness of a professional performance, and without any
of the artificiality which sometimes mars
the professional, and added another to
dramatic
the list of successful local

Your attention is directed to our
semi-annual Sale of Men's Suits. We
are determined to close out all of our

Many shades for
pick from. $to

qualities

for

to

you

ΡΛ

■

·Ον

in

plain

V

Business Suits

and

fancy gray, *tripes
d» I
Regular
I
for
V
$12 grades
and

plaids.

A
"

|

ι

to come

Snappy up-to-date

Suits

in gray and brown effects.
Finely tailored and perfect

fitting suits.
$15 grades are

Λ»

now

|

φ1L

OveFCOfttS
have suffered the same fate,
Several dollars off the price
of each.

H. B. FOSTER,
ONE PRICE CLOTHIER.

Copyright

1907 by
Hart Schaffner (J Mar*

South Paris

Savings Bank.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Notice is hereby given that the
annual meeting of the Corporation of
South Paris Savings Bank for the

election of officers for the ensuing
bankin ■
year will be held at its
rooms in South Paris on Thursday,
the 26th day of March, 1908, at two

o'clock, p. M.
GEORGE M. ATOOD,
Secretary and Treasurer.
9-11
South Pari·, Maine, Mar. 3,1908.

NORWAY,

MONEY BACK IF NOT SUITED.

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

Ladies' Kid Boots for $2.00
I have

a

Lady's

for $2.00.
are

Kid Blucher with dull leather top
plain Kid Polish for $2.00. These
values for this price.

Also

exceptional

Felt Shoes of All Kinds.

W. O.

Frothingham,

eoum Parle.

"March Meeting" hi Parts.

flcraocrat

ïhe «rtord

A

SOUTH PARIS.

H Alt MON IOCS
TIONS

A

ΥΚΛΚ.
eOCTU PABI8 POST OKVtCK.
7 :30 a. m to 7 30 p. M.
0®c< Hour*

prompt about calling the

order.

r-wtCon.-rent'o»®1

meeting Wednesday evening at 7âp p. *.
are cordially InVI.'not otherwise connected,

Kewley.

Paetor.
lit Church. Iiev Τ S.
lav. π rnhiK prayermeetlng: lO>-00 a. m. :
sabbath
School
a.
10:45
*.;
ervtce
n.<
' μ
Λ worth League Meeting β 00 P.
7 30; claae
Wednesday
evening
.,'rv.vr meeting
ι'ιιί Kr'lay venln* 7 Λ\
ν hurch. Rev. J. Wallace Cbeebro,
κ»·
""
un· Uv, preaching service 1041 a.
iv.·
6:15 P.
·.· -vWl2 Μ ; Υ Ρ- S C. Ε
u'
even7 Λϋ p. M ;
meeting
w
r.»\er
Al! are
Seal·» frve.
river -ervlce 7Λ'.

t?«t

·■

division.
Report of tbe Crocker and Bray funds
wa« made and accepted.
Election of officers then proceeded:
For town clerk !)7 votes were cast, all
for William J. Wheeler.
For first selectman the ballot resulted :

-.TATKD MEiTTINtiS.
Reculai
M.-Parl- Lodge, No. >4.
rue»· t.tv fvenlng on or before full moon·
F.-Mi uat Mica odçe, régulai meet-

v

eac.»

week.—Aurora

Whole num>>er of vote!·,

Monday evening»
lit. -it anî thlr
>nlh.
» _M
ι" l"e sau Kebeltah Lodge, So.
fourth Frl-taje ox cacb
4.·.
ul
r«Do«·* Hall.
Post. No. Us, meet·
Kimball
K.
:
of each
:hlr ! -.aturday evening,
\. R. Hall
the
G. A.
Ladles
of
».
cle.
Klm'.all CI
'r„t -nd (bird Satur la.. evenings of
-run '« (irand Wms Mall.
ι .,ima L. Cham erlaln Camp meets
,,f \
M· ay evenings of each month.
1 to t.»ct. 1,
f || _|»arla Grange. froui May
and third Saturday; luring the
In
Saturday,
Γ of the year, meet»every

chotce,
Tu<ll,
Scat'«ring.
Second selectman:

Ntcecsarv to

....

K

>

c..

C

Stonv Brook Lodge,
fourth Wednesday

aa.

month.
Ham Up
■··.

Whole number of votes,

ϋ"

l.o.'<e. No. 31. meet* every
venlngat Pythian Hall.

Mr-

I.->ter Robinson of East Surauer

>

Fr ink \>e<lh;tm of Portland is a
^•uest at Ε. N. Anderson's.
a Walker of Canton is visiting
r
M
her sister. Miss Lillian Walker.
\;

A. Hilton was called to Bingham
week bv the death of a friend.

M-»ry Louise Phelps of Portland
at Mrs. Alice P. TLayer's
Saturday.
Mr^ William Hayes of Auburn visited
he: .laughter, Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler,
M

-«

was a

1M
77

31$

a

Charles W

visitiDi; relative· here.

,i«

148
4

1S8
96

16»
choice,
W
I'owkcr,
53
Charles Edward*,
The three selectmen were then elected
assessors and overseers of the poor, a
single ballot being c^st in each case.
For town treasurer 102 votes were cast,
all for Frank A. Shurtleff.
For member of school committee to
succeed Charles II. Howard, 105 votes
were cast, 103 of which were for Charles
LI. Howard.
On motion of H. G. Brown, the members of the school committee were voted
a compensation of $10 each and actual
cash expenses.
The election of a collector of taxes
Brown
was then taken up, and U. G.
addressed the meoting, criticising the
work of tbe preseut collector, and stating that he thought we should have a
change. He advocated the election of
James K. Tucker.
Mr. Jackson replied to the criticisms
upon him, and cited several instances
and explained the situation with regard
to them, from the published list of uncollected taxes.
Mr. Brown spoke again briefly.
Hon. James S. Wright said that he
could not see what the town would gain
by turning Mr. Jackson out and electiug
λ new
man, as the delinquent taxes
would still remain in Mr. Jackson's
hands.
The ballot for collector was then
taken with the following result:

Necessary to

No. Isl,
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choice,

Frank A. f ηrrar,
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Tbe report of the selectmen and other
officers
was
accepted without
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proceeded.

Wejlnesday

V

Walter

meeting

was

moderator, receiving all the S8 votes
east.
On assuming the chair Mr. Gray thanked the voters briefly, and stating that the
West Paris traiu had not arrived, asked
whether it was the pleasure of the meeting to proceed with the business. A
motion was immediately made and carried to wait until the arrival of the
train. Tlie West Paris voters arrived
some tive minutes later, and business
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good

Town Clerk William J. Wheeler
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meftinjî. nevertheless there were
number of voters in New Hall at
10 o'clock, the hoar for opening the
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M ou dav tuoruing's storm was not particularly favorable for a large attendance
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dally

SESSION.

,'u st

la>t week.

Mrs. Benjamin Swetc is in Mdton with
her mother, Mrs. Olive Andrews, who
m very ill.

Κ it: ht hydrants frozen anain Sunday.
have
A i except the one on Park Street

been thawed.

Mis. C'has. Dunham, who has been
sick with bronchitis the past week, is

s!"wly improving.

W hole number of votes,

tot

178
Eastman of Li>vell has Necessary to a cliotee,
Mrs.
2S9
ΛIfreo H. Jackson,
been visiting her mother, Mrs. Isabel
13
James R. Tucker,
iirooks, for a few days.
44
Frank Λ.Taylor,
8
George H. Davte,
Miss Estes of Waterville, who has
was
The collector's compensation
iieeti the guest of Mrs. P. E. Hathaway,
fixed at 1 1-2 per cent. N. D. Bolster
returned home Thursday.
moved to amend by making it 1 1 4 per
Mrs. S. C. Heald of East Snmrier has cent, but the amendment was lost by a
been the guest of her sister, Mrs. Al- vote of 93 to 105, on a show of hands.
bert D. Park, for a few days.
Mr. Wright made a motion t'uat it was
sense of the meeting that the colMr. and Mrs. Fred H. Evans of Err-d, tbe
should proceed under the law to
Ν IL, are spending a few days with the lector
collect the delinquent taxes at once.
fami'y of his father, I. K. Evans.
This caused some discussion, but tbe
S. E. Tucker went to Bay Point Sat- motion was finally carried with a shôut.
a report that his cotof
because
The next officer in the list was road
urday.
into.
tage there had been broken
commissioner, but a motion to choose
road commissioners was lost, and
The Indies' Aid of the Μ Ε. church three
of the roads was thus left in
will hold their regular business meeting the care
the hands of the selectmen.
at the church parlor Tuesday afternoon
At this poiut, it being uearty noon,
at 2:30 o'clock.
tbe meeting was suspended for dinner
Frank Turner and family have moved until 12:4ô.
from the Stowell house on the corner of
Pleasant and Church Streets into a rent
After dinner, with a much reduced
in the Hersey house.
crowd, the articles relating to approprivisitis
Mrs. W. B. Gilbert of Canton
ation* w ere taken up, and for some time
ing relatives at South Paris for a few the business was run off rapidly, much
Gilbert,
Li!a
Miss
Her daughter,
<luvs.
of it being doge as routine business,
wlio is now at Bethel, was here with her without discussion.
Appropriations
over Sunday.
were made as follows:
r .*>
ί
Ten inches of snow Wednesday night, Common schools,
2,100 00
Krw lilcli -chooi
f, ir inches Sunday night, with an indef- Sch'H>l books,.
4Ί0.Ή)
4UU*)
inite prospect of more to come, helps to School repair·
700.00
h'Ui«e Insurance, etc.,
bring up the total for the winter a little School
2,«00.u0
Poor and Insane,
nearer the average.
1,300.00
snow bill·,
4,1)00.00
Road·* and bridge*
Through an "error in transmission," Two new Iron bridges, us recommended
notice
500.00
bv selectmen
the Democrat last week contained
of the birth of a daughter to the wife of To under rain road near Frank Ben200 00
nett's
The
Paris.
1. bcrt Maxim in South
There was a motion to pass over the
Horace W.
have read
name should
article relating to this underdrain, but
Maxim.
it was defeated on a show of hands.
Miss S. M. Wheeler left Friday mornThe article relating to the appropriChase
A.
Xathan
Mrs.
visit
to
for
a
ing
ation for state road produced some disat I!i.»n, Ν. Y.. visiting friends in Massa- cussion, in which the relocation of the
chust»tts on her way. She will go to state road over Paris Hill was criticised.
market for spring goods before her re- Finally tue motion to make the legal
turn home, and expects to be away
appropriation was carried. A motion
Her store is in was then made to instruct the solectiucn
ab'.it three weeks.
charir·· of Miss Bessie Haggett during to begin their work on the state road at
her absence.
the Norway line, and this was carried.
It was voted to raise in addition fori
The Seneca Club was entertained by
in the
Mr> Stanley 'ast Monday evening. The state road, the amount specified
law, $177 50.
programme consisted of current events
Voted to expend the $300 paid Dy the
by the t. ib members, half hour with
St"<lu.»:>
Constantinople—Mrs. Stew- state on state road.
Appropriations then continued:
art. an tssay, Maine's Statesmen, King
:<00.U0
De- Interest on fua<1s
an 1 Fessenden—Mrs.
Hathaway.
'J,30uj00
Town uttteers" bills,
lirious refreshments were served. Five UlbcvlUineoue bills,
l,U00.t>0
guests were present.
Article 21 was then taken up, to see if
Caleb Dudley died Thursday at the the town treasurer's salary should be inCentral Maine General Hospital in Lew- creased. Town Clerk Wheeler stated in
is' ·η. He had gone there for treatment behalf of Town Treasurer Shurtleff that
only a few days before, and had submit- the art cle was put in the warraut withIt was said out his knowledge, and he did not a>k
ted to a surgical operation
t'v th·· surgeons that with oi^without the att increase in salary. The article was
operation he could have lived but a therefore passed over.
short time any way. He had been ill
There was a division on the article
for a long time. He leaves a wife, who relating to the adoption of booths for
was Etlen M. Churchill, aud a daughter
voting at electious according to the
M orey Act. It was tiually voted by a
Fletcher A. Parlin thinks his hens
show of hands to adopt the booths in achave done as good a job as some of
with the act.
th >*e which have been the subjects of cordance
In relation to the claim for bounty of
newspaper comment of late. From 73 Moses Swan for re-enlistment in the 13th
pullets and 10 year-old hens he got 104 Maine in li*>4, Mr. Wright made an exd"/.en ergs during the month of Janplanation, stating that he had investigatuary, or an average of over 15 to each
his examinabini. Since the foregoing was in type, ed the matter, reviewing
of the record, acd that as far as he
Mr Fletcher reports the output for tion
an equitable
was
it
could determine
February as 111) dozen, which is doing claim of 5100.
better.
There was some discussion of the mat^lite a number of the South Paris ter, and it was voted to pay Mr. Swan's
members of Oxford Council. K. and S. claim of 5100, to be taken from the mis
Μ were in the party which went to cellaneous appropriation.
Article 24, relating to printing an ab
Fryeburg last Thursday and held a
ai meeting of the council there that stractof the town valuation in the next
*1
evening to work the degree. The party town report drew out some discussion,
numbered about forty, and bad a special in which such publication was favored
»/ar.
They left on the 9:50 train Thurs- by N. D. Bolster and J. Π. Record. A
day for Portland, and got back on the motion to pass over the article was lost
9:50 Friday morning. It was a great on a n'ru rore vote. The selectmen were
then instructed to print in the next an
trip, they say.
nual report an abstract of the 100^ valuA place which has a good patronage,
ation, such abstract to contain the
especially evenings, is the shooting galparcels of real estate, stocks in
lery lately fitted up in the basement of separate
trade and money at interest.
M W. Maxim's sportiug goods store.
The next article related to the appointThe shooters stand in the furnace room
ment of a committee to make a valuation
where it is warm, and use a 50 foot
of the real estate of the town. Ο. Κ
range, with the target against the rear
moved to choose a committee of
Clifford
tara
wall. Bv an ingenious reel
paper
three to make a valuation independently
other
to
the
run
a
line
is
get attached to
There was quite a
the assessors.
end of the range, and after the string is of
discussion over this, and the
shot is quickly reeled back, so that no scattered
defeated.
A motion was finally
one has to leave the furnace room.
The legscv of Hose McKenney Heytelescope gives the shooter a chance to wood of
$100, for the care of certaiu
look at each shot if desired.
cemetery lots in Ourell Hill Cemetery
The Democrat's serial, "Ilis Court- and the Mountain Ash Cemetery in the
ship," is concluded in this issue, and Biscoe District, was accepted. Interest
has been exceedingly well received. Our was fixed at the rate of 4 per cent.
next serial, which will begin in two or
Koads laid oat by the selectmen, one
three weeks, is "The Princess Virginia," from Gary Street to the Jacobs house in
by C. .V. and Α. M Williamson, authors South Paris, aud the other from Durell
of "The Lightning Conductor" and other Hill Cemetery to the highway, were acstories. While not so wildly exciting as cepted. In the case of the first road
some serials we have published, it is al- there is no land damage, in the other the
together a delightful story. For tbe land damage of 915 wdl by paid by the
benefit of those who bave read stories of Durell Hill Cemetery Association.
these authors, it may be well to state
The sum of 975 was raised for Methat in "The Princess Virginia" auto- morial Day.
ni jbiles figure only incidentally.
There was considerable discussion
but
over the purchase of road machines,
Business Notices.
it was finally voted to buy two machine!
and raise 9450.
make
A few fur coats left at our etor» that
The tieahurer was authorized to
and
one
need
not to ex
if
to
you ought
you
buy
temporary loans as necessary,
want to save money.
F. H. Noyes Co.
ceed $3000.
It was voted that interest be charged
A«k to see Larason Λ Hubbard and
on taxe· of 190t
Noye§ special spring derbys. Just in. at the rate of 0 per cent
after Jan. 1, 1909.
F. H. Noyes Co.
When the article relating to discount
was passed ovei
The Republicans of Bath are not an on taxes was reached, it
and in about ten seconds
words
six
with
at
harmonious
body just
exceedingly
present, bat they are unanimous in one time.
Voted to instruct the school committer
reapect. Every one of them doesn't
Forbes
to maintain schools in the Bltooe,
want to be nominated lor mayor.

Max C.

|

<

[

Mount- The South Paris Water Question.
Snow's Editor Democrat :
Pall· and Bolster Districts
without
It is generally understood that in tbe
schools under the law.
coming spring the Norway Water Co. »
The article relating io acceptance of to build a
large reservoir on the bill
legacy of Wm. H. Dennett for the care above South Paris village for tbe purof his lot in Pine Grove Cemetery was
pose of giving better service to Its custhe last in the warrant. Mr. Dennett's tomers in this
village and also in Norwas
1300.
Mr.
bequest
Wright present- way. This may or may uot be true, but
ed the matter, and moved that it be ac- it is so
reported. As I understand tbe
cepted; and that 3 per cent interest be plan it is to have this reservoir on the
allowed. The motion was carried.
same level as their present reservoir
The moderator was voted $5.00 for his just beyond Norway village, and to use
servicee, and the meeting adjourned at a this reservoir as an overflow, or extra
quarter past three.
snpply of water. I am very willing to
The best of feeling prevailed throughgive proper credit for the good that tbis
out the meeting, and though there was new reservoir may do us, and have no
quite an amonnt of discussion first and doubt that it may be of some benefit to
last, it was all good tempered.
tbe takers of water in both villages. If,
The appropriations foot up $21,527.50. however, the new reservoir is to be no
This is about $300 less than last year. higher than tbe old
one, it seems to me
There is to be added $500 raided at a that the benefit that we shall derive will
special meeting for snow bills, but $2000 be of little use to tbe people of South
for high school building will not have to Paris and
Norway. Without doubt the
be raised this year. On the basis of last service will be somewhat improved in
year's valuation, the Democrat is going caee of fire if we have two large reserto predict a tax rate of about 19 mills.
voirs to draw from, that is, tbe water
will hold out longer, and maintain its
Village Corporation Matters.
force better than now.
The annual village corporation report
Tbis is a fact that can be plainly seen
wax issued Thursday.
In the assessors' and understood, but we all know that
report it shows the total valuation of the water will rise uo higher than its
corporation to be $653,920, an increase source, aud if the proposed reservoir is
over last year of nearly $40,000.
The on the same height as the old one the
total amount assessed was $3,305, the
slight additional force will be so little
rate being .0047.
that in my opinion the benefit will be so
There is nothing of special note in the small that it will be of little value to us.
of
the
no
assessors,
report
appropriation If the real object was to give us sufbeiug overdrawn, though there are out- ficient pressure to fight fire witb, why
standing bills of about $100 against the not put their present reservoir higher up
fire department, and about $50 uuder the on Pike's Hill?
Why is it necessary to
head of miscellaneous bills.
build a new reservoir and lay a larg"
The statement of standing shows re- amount of pipe, when better service
sources of $1,044 60, of which $299 71 is could be
given at much less cost by putcash, and the rest taxes due. The lia- ting their reservoir up where there
bilities consist of one outstanding note would be no question about tbe pressfor $1100.
ure?
The treasurer's report shows total reSinco this water question has been
of
and
disbursements
$5,620.23,
ceipts
agitated during the past few months we
during the year as follows:
have had one small fire in our village.
Library,
fjoo.on This fire occurred early in the morning
162 05 when
Parks,
it was easy for a large number of
811.27
Reservoir,
Water and light committee,
143.78 people to get to it promptly, aud there
Fire department,
611.89 were hundreds of eyewitnesses to tbe
800.00
Temporary loan,
fact that we could barely get water on to
55.42
Interest,
On corporation debt,
300 00 tbe roof of a one story building, and in
Town clock,
15.·*) spite of the fact tbat there was plenty of
Miscellaneous orders,
348.22
and the fire company responded
Street lighting,
417 83 help
Hydrant rental,
1,043.00 quickly to the call, we were unabl·· to
512 06 extinguish tbe tlirnes before the house
Order No. 821. as per last report,
We saw then what
was entirely ruined.
*5,320 52
we have under ordiuary circuiu
The chief engineer's report names five pressure
from
we can judge
and
that
stances,
calls for the fire department during tho
what wo will get with another reservoir
the
total
loss
the
Stiles
year,
only
being
at the same height of the present one.
house on Nov. 16th.
Chief Engineer It is
possible that we shall be able to
Bowker pays his respects quite forcibly
throw water a few feet higher and that
to the insufficient water pressure on the
the pressure will be maintained longer,
Norway Water Co.'s system, as well as but it is my opinion that the service will
to the management of the company.
then fall far short of what will be adeThe annual corporation meeting will
for good protection, and that it
be held Tuesday evening of this week at quate
will be far short of satisfactory.
7:30, in New Hall. Except for an artiSince the water pipes of the Norway
cle to hear and act upon the report of
Water Co. were laid in our streets twenthe water committee, there is nothing in
ago, the village of South
the warrant which is outside of regular ty-two years
Paris has practically doubled, and if the
annual business.
service was anywhere near satisfactory
much less
Sudden Death of Gilbert P. Abbott. then, it cannot help being
now, for the water comes through the
Gilbert P. Abbott died suddenly at hie
with
no
more
and
same pipes
pressure.
home, about three miles easterly from Western Avenue was not then built, and
He had
South Paris, Monday, Feb. 24.
this long street witb its houses set up
gone to the barn to feed his slock, and much higher than the rest of the village
as he was gone longer than usual, and
has very much less pressure on its water
had not been well of late. Mrs. Abbott
mains, and quite a part of the street has
He
went to the barn to look after him.
If the pressure
no protection whatever.
was not in the barn floor or on the haywas barely sufficient to put water on to
mow, but opening the door of the tie-up !
the ridgepole of a one story house, the
she found his lifeless body lying on the :
smallest house in the village, what could
floor. He had fed the pigs from a pail :
start in the
we expect if a lire should
which he carried out, and set the pail
of the county buildings?
story
upper
down, but got no further. Mrs. Abbott While I am not an expert in such matwas alone, and the men in the immediate
ters it is my opinion that if Norway
neighborhood were all away from home, Lake was cut in two parts and half put
but neighbors from some little distance
where the present reservoir is, and tbe
were summoned by telephone, and quickother half where the now one is to be
ly arrived. No help could be rendered : built, it would be impossible to put two
him, as death had evidently been in-1
streams of water over the ridgeIle had been considerably good
stantaueous.
of the court bouse, and if a good,
troubled with rheumatism, and of late pole
hot fire should get started it -would be
had had trouble with his heart, so that
impossible to get near enough to put
his sudden death is easily understood.
three streams of water against the sides
Mr. Abbott was 65 years of age, and
of the building. What is barely sufhad lived in town since early manhood. |
ficient for the present is not enough for
While of a quiet disposition, and not
us, and we do not want to be satisfied
conspicuous in any public affaire, he was ! until we b^ve a system of waterworks of
highly respected, and leaves many sin- j our own that will be satisfactory, when
He is
cere friends to mourn his loss.
South Parie has doubled its population,
survived by a wife, who was Fannie E.
as it will without doubt, if we do not
brother
no
children,
Bowker, but leaves
burn down first.
or sister.
What lias Happened miring wie lasi
The funeral Wednesday afternoon was
few months to Lave caused the Norway
Interattended by Rev. J. H. Little.
Water Co. to go to this great expense?
ment in Riverside Cemetery.
The president of the company told me
that the peoplo of South Paris had nothAppreciation from an Old Subscriber. ing to complain of, that they wore getting good service, and that the Norway
Water Co. had nothing to offer better
OCCASIONALLY
A
LETTER
SUCH AS
than they had been giving for the past
CHEERS THE EDITOR.
twenty years. Now it seems that no
expense is spared to force upon us an
(From E. W. llartleit, editor of the Evening Re- increased service that they claimed was
view, East Liverpool, Ohio.)
good enough before. Not only that, but
Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Maine :
they have come down on their prices,
Gentlemen:—Enclosed find draft to' and seem to be anxious that customers
settle account and advance me on your shall pay the old rate instead of the new
books. I believe I must be among your and seem disposed to do business in a
old subscribers, having been on your little more satisfactory manner for all
list since 1S75, if not longer. I left concerned. It is generally understood
Bethel, Maine, twenty-eight years ago, ; that the Norway Water Co. did not debut the Democrat is still the most in- cide to build their proposed new reserteresting of scores of papers that reach voir until after the South Paris people
me.
As long as both it and I continue began to build theirs, and we do not
living, I trust the same friendly re- need to look far for the cause that led
lations may continue. With regards. them to conclude that we were not getYours sincerely,
ting good service, and for their haste to
E. W. Bartlett.
remedy it and be so anxious to give uh
the best of service in the least possible
Town Elections.
time. So much for the cause that lead
them to do this, now what is the object?
As has been stated before in the
NOKWAT.
Democrat the Norway Water Co. are
Moderator—A. 8. Kimball.
( lerk—Geo. L. Curtis.
deriving a large income from the water
Selectmen—D. S. Sanborn, II. Arthur Robblns, that comes to South Paris, and to be deHurry K. Green leaf.
prived of this income would of course be
Treasurer— E. C. Wlnslow.
a serious blow to the company, and to
S. 8. Committee— H. L. Home, 3 years.
Truant OfMccr—Geo. *V Locke.
this income they will, without
save
Town Λ (rent—K. W. Sanborn.
all that they can Jto protect
Tru»teîe Norway Public Library, three years doubt, do

Whlttemore, Tubbs, Porter and
ain, leaving the Partridge, Hall,

>

1

—

Moses P. Stile··, Geo. A. Brooks.

themselves by giving

us

increased

ser-

Constable»—C. F. Boober, F. E. DeCoster, vice, hoping that our water works will
Geo. A. Morse, E. R. Jorilan, W. W.Twombly, I
and that they will havo
S. G. Hatch, Simeon Harrlman, F. T. Towne, j not bo finished,
Geo. A. Cole, Geo. Ε Hathaway, E. G. Gammon, the monoply as they have had for the
W. A. lilcknell, W. I. Ruse.
past twenty-one years. The president
PARIS
of the company told me that it was abModerator— Walter I». Gray.
solutely necessary to charge the advancClerk—William J. Wheeler.
ed rates in order to get sufficient money
Selectmen—Adney R. Tuell, Frank A. Farrar, tu
pay running expenses and pay the inCharles W. Bowker.
rank
A.
Shurtleff.
terest on the money invested, and that
Treasurer—
Collector—Alfred H.Jackson.
the new rates that wont into effect about
S. 8. Committee—Charles H. Howard.
a year ago were a necessity caused by
SUMXKB.
the finaucial condition of the company.
Moderator—L. H. Blsbee.
This being the case it seems very unClerk—L. B. Heald.
to spend a very large amount
Selectmen—M. R. Fog?, W. V. Redding, J. R. wise to me
to do what they propose to do, rather
Dver.
Treasurer—G. A. Chandler.
than to spend a much smaller amount
Collector—G. A. Chandler.
and put their pressure where it will be
8. 8. Committee, Georçe D. Grose.
Road Commissioner—5. G. Barrett.
beyond question. While I am not particularly interested in the financial part
Citizen.
from
Former
of this project and they certainly have a
Suggestion
right to do as they please in the matter,
Portland, Maine, Feb. 25.
there is one thing that we must all reEditor Democrat:
that is, that the people of
Your issue of this date is before me. member,
South Paris and Norway will have it to
Surely the citizeus of Paris are to be !
like
pay for. Tho Norway Water Co. are
congratulated, having reached the goal all
other companies and fix their rate,
held up to view, lo, these mauy years,
or are supposed to, according to the
namely to free the town from debt.
cost of doing business compared with
As to the trusts it has taken on, I note
their income, so that if the cost of equipand
intact
fund
secure,
the Hray
remains
ment and maintenance is large the price
dosired
service
the
beueflcial
performing
will be large in proportion and the custrust
sacred
the
but
its
alas,
donor;
by
tomers will pay for it eventually by inCrocker
ils
townsman
old
of
accepted
creased water rates.
"is not," and I submit, in view of the
1 have maintained from the first tha'
treatment of that fund, whether the
the village should own their own water
town's obligations will be fully met till
and get the benefit of the income
that fund under its original title is re- works,
from the same. This is the only sensible
stored by the town.
We have seen lately
way for ne to do
J. S. Γ LAPP.
from the recent fire in Berlin the bad reof
fire protection that
a system
Robert E. sults of
Friends of Commander
is owned by a private water company.
he
that
state
the
Arctic
explorer,
Peary,
As I understand it, the system in Berhas quietly bought up islands in Casco
lin was installed years ag.i wheu Berlin
Hay until he has the title of 10 of them. was much smaller than it now is, and the
It is said that, when be returns from the
reservoir is not large enough for tho
Arctic again he will devote his time to
This was re-iuforced by a
the development of these islands, which present city.
from a private company, so that in
pump
of
one
a
sum.
On
them,
are worth
large
case of fire it was planned to set the
Basket Island, the plan is to erect a
pump to work pumping from the river
the
exclusive
of
hotel
summer
large
to help out the natural pressure from
kiud. Another plan is to raise Esquithe reservoir. This system is exactly
In fact, he has already
maux dogs.
the same as is now in force by tho Norextent.
some
to
business
into
this
gone
Water Co. This was all right in
He now has about 50 of these animals way
when a fire started and the
For the pups theory, but
on the different islands.
reservoir began to lower, the pump rehe easily gets $50, and so the business is
Then another fire startto work.
He has the finest speci- fused
a paying one.
ed in another part of the city, and the
mens of these animals in this country.
city was nearly helpless until help arrived from away, when the fire was put
THE JUMPING OFF PLACE.
under control by steamers. This enndi
"Consumption bad me in its grasp; tion of things wonld probably not have
and I had almost reached the jumping happ^ed if the water system bad been
off place when I was advised to try Dr. owned by the city, and the system had
King'e New Discovery; and I want to been enlarged and strengthened accordsay right-now, it saved my life. Im- ing to the growth of the city. But beinp
provement began with the first bottle, owned by a private company it was noi
aud after taking one dozen bottles I was enlarged and the growth of the city
and happy man again," says meant only an increase in the profits ol
a well
George Moore of Grimealand, N. C. As the company.
a remedy for coughs and colds and healThis is the same everywhere and ont
er of weak, sore lungs and for prevent- place is no worse than another.
Any
is
suwater company that is owned by private
ing pneumonia New Discovery
at
F.
A.
Shurtleff
and
50c
their
$1.00
profltf
preme.
citizens, that are getting
from the public will be managed so as tc
ί Λ Co., Druggists. Trial bottle free.
if
and
the
any thins
largest dividends,
get
Kara Temple, Myatio Shrine, is to has to suffer it will be the service that i(
j
balid a new $70,000 temple at Lewiaton.

given rather
paid.

than the dividend* that are

In this case a fire was horning in two
parts of the city at the same time. What
would be the result if a fire should start
in Norway and another one in South'
Paris at the saine time, and both be dependent on the same source of supply
for protection? Those who saw Norway
village burn down because they could
not throw water on to the roofs of the
houses can answer this question.
OUR

OWN

WATER SYSTEM.

The wisest thing that the people of
South Paris village ever did was when
they voted to start a gravity system of
their own. Probably the greater part of
the voters of the Corporation have already visited the reservoir that has been
built, as a source of supply for our
proposed system, so it is not necessary
I will simply
to go into particulars.
state that we have built a dam nearly 100
feet long, and the water flows back over
an irregular shaped reservoir a little
This reover 120 feet the longest way.
servoir is eight feet deep in the deepest
place, and although the water is constantly running through a six inch pipe,
the water is also running over the dam
There is no doubt bu' what we have
plenty of water for all the needs of the
village for a great many years to come
This stream is largely made up from
clear and bubbling springs that never
fail, Bummer or winter, and the stream
does not flow near a house or barnyard
so that it is free from all chance of contamination, and the water is as clear as
comes out of the ground.
This water supply will not depend on
pumps or sleepy watchmen, but will be
always ready aGd on duty. It is the
plan to connect this reservoir with a
larger one about three-quarters of a mile
from the village, and to lay a main not
le*s than 12 inches into our village. This
will give us a perfect water system for
both fire and domestic service, and as the
Almighty has provided for us so that the
water will run down hill instead of having to pump it up, the cost of maintaining this system will bo very little, and
the profits larger in proportion.
WILL

IT

Γ AY,

ASD

WHO

GETS TU Κ

PROFIT?

It is a characteristic of the Yankee to
stop and hesitate, and count the cost
before venturing into anything that he
knows he ought to have and cannot afford to be without, and it is nut unlikely
that sumo of the people of the village
who w.iut this system are afraid of the
venture because if will cost so much.
AU good things come high and we cannot expect to get much for nothing, but
if f.eems to me that this proposed system
cannot help being very profitable, and
the profits should bo divided among tho
people who use the water and who install the system.
A recent house to house canvass has
shown us that the income from South
Paris village is something over $5000 per
year, and this in spite of the fact that
the greater number of houses are suppled by some water besides the Norway
Co.
South Paris is growing and we may
safely reckon on a much larger village
within a few years, and without doubt,
the incomo from the water supply will
be much larger in proportion. As it is,
we are paying good interest on more
than twice as much money as it will take
to install the system, and as the cost of
running will be practically nithing, if
the system is properly installed, we cannot help making a very profitable investment.
1 wish to say again, as in a
former article printed in the Democrat,
that I believe that the village can get all
their fire protection for nothing, water
for school houses, parks, churches and
cemetery, absolutely free, and besides
that have an income sufficient to pay the
entire cost in tweDty years.
After the system is paid for, it will
yield a large revenue for any purpose
that it may be best to use it for, an
amount larger than the whole amount of
corporation tax that is now assessed.
AH this can bo accomplished, besides
furnishing us with good water that all
will want in their houses, and furnishing
us with a system of fire protection that
will be all that can be desired.

NORWAY.

la · Pinch, DM AIXE1·· FOOT-EASE.
We
A powder for tired, aching, swollen feet.
hare over 30,000 testimoniale. AII druggists, 28c.

CHURCHES.

by mall. Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Boy, N.Ï.

Don't accent any substitute. Trial

R(

8.
Socond Congregational Church, Γ^ν.
Rldeout, Pastor. Preaching service Sumlay,
10 30 A. M.; Sabbath School. 12 Λ0 M.; V P S.
C. K., Sunday Evening, 630 P. M.;
In*, 7 -00 P. M.; regular weekly Prayer Meeting,
"
T

h*2γβιΓιΪet' l'h

package

In Bethel, Feb. 25, to the wife of William F.
Kendall, a son (Lewie Whitney).
In South Paris, F^h. *2, to the wife of Horace
W. Maxim, a daughter.
(Corrected from last
week )
Church, Rev. C. A. Brook·, P**tor.
In Hartford, Feb. 21, to the wife of E. C. Irish,
SPRING CLOTHto
you miy think it a little
Prcachlnp service, 10:30 A. M.;8abbath School, a eon.
12 Λ0 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7:00 P.M-,
In Canton, Feb. 20, to the wife of LeBaron
our mind
To
ING and a little late for WINTER CLOTHING.
Card, a son.
in Browndel I, Feb. 18, to the wife of Sherman
McDonald, a daughter.
Church, Rev. Ε. Θ. Cotton, tt*r·
In M!lt<>n, Feb. 11, to the wife of Walter MilPreaching service, 10 30 A. M.; Sabbith School, ieu, a daughter.
12:00 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 r.
In Norway, Feb. 21, to the wife of O. L. Stone,
M., Wednesday evening, 7 30.
a daughter, Edith Elizabeth.
because you can get at our stoies at this time
to make your
In Norway, Feb. 11, to the wife of Fred Locke,
Road Commissioner Wood wae out a son
SEASON. If you are to have a
ANY
FOR
CLOTHING
In Norway, Feb. 20, to the wife of W. 8. Truwith the roller Thursday after the storm.
a son.
man,
Everybody is interested in the new Iu Norway, Feb. 22, to the wife of Charles A.
and improved roads in town.
Cusbman, a son.
The Tower concert is the topic of in- a In Peru, Feb. II, to the wife of Earl Howard,
son.
Mr.
terest with music loving citizens.
Tower has in the past Riven some very
Married.
good concerts and the one to be prebuying now you would have the First Pick of a
sented March 17th at the Opera House
will be as good, if not better, than any
In Rumford Fall·, Feb. 24, Mr. Frank Early
as Our Stocks are now
heretofore.
tin I Mise Ttlllc Bel·» tiger.
In Oxford, Feb. 23, l>y Rev. Frederick NewOn Wednesday evening a party ol
port, Mr. Ueorge Seldcrs of Portland and Miss
about seventy-five members of the Ep· Grace
Farnum of Oxford.
In East Stonebaiu, Feb. 22, by Rev. George P.
worth League enjoyed a hayrack ride.
Fore
Mr. Alfred Henry Spear and Miss Flora
on
Harriman's
Fuller,
Two teams, to Ira
NeUeoa Butters, both of .stoneham.
Street, Oxford. The happy party passIn E.vt Stoneham, Feb. 22, by Rev. George P.
are very
Those that have seen and
ed one of the most pleasant evenings at Ful'er, Mr. Levi McAlMstcr an t Miss Sarah L.
the Harriman farm. The candy pull Butters, both of Ratt Stoneham.
with our
much
In Mechanic Falls, Kcb. 10, Mr. James B.
and refreshments were fully appreciated Poland of Mechanic F lie and Mrs. Joanna Bean
of Waterfonl.
by all.
Iu Norwav. Feb. 23, by Rev. .tames A. Carev,
A leap year ball will be given at the
we can save you money
If You Want Winter
Mr. Harry W. Burrlll and Mise Agre« N. J.
Opera House, Tuesday evening, March Seguin, both of Norway.
investment.
on
and you will get 20 per cent, interest
your
May Winslow.
3d. Floor manager,
Aids, Lizzie Sampson, Lillian Locke,
Died.
Et: a Norse worthy, Eliza Glidden, Nellie
Hark Down Sale to Last But a Short
Music by
Curtis and Eftii Akers.
In Paris, Feb. 24, Gilbert P. Abbott, aged tiS
Come and See Us.
Steams' Orchestra. Home's Cafe will
Proceeds to be years.
furnish refreshments.
In Kast Rumford, Feb. 25, Mrs. Charlotte Abbott, aged 82 years.
given to the poor.
In Rumford Fells, Feb. 20, Pierre Thlbodeau,
B iwdoin Glee and Mandolin Club will
50 years.
aged
give the third entertainment in the NorIn Rumford Fall1, Feb. 20, William McGrath,
way High School course at the Opera aged 42 years.
Norway
In Kuinford Fall·, Feb 22, Abbott R., son of South
Paris
House on the evening of Friday, March
Odllon Ant til. aged 3 years.
In Bethel Feb. 21, J. M. freeman.
In Kezar Fdll«, Feb. 24, John Kldlon, agod >'<■'>
S. B. Wetberbee recently fell on
tho cellar stairs and received injuries, years.
In Rumford Point, Feb. 2<), Major William Anfrom which she Is suffering. No bones drews, aged 90
years.
shaken
was
she
In Lovell, Feb. 8, Dustln McAllister, aged 79
were broken but
greatly
years.
fall.
up bv the
In Rumford Fall*, Feb. 27. Charles J. Cheney.
Frederick A. Kennedy of Portland,
In Polind, Feb. 24, William Harper, formerly
who was with the Oxford Association of of Welchvllle.
In Krownflel I, Feb. 25, Mrs. Warren Johnson.
Knights Templar ladies' night, has reIn l.ewlston. Feb. 27, Caleb Dudley of Pari*.
signed his position with the State Street
In South Portland, Feb. 29, Dastlne Spaul ling.
choir, and is now with Rogers Memorial
church In Fairhaven, Mase.
STATE OF MAIiTE.
Frank H. Beck is in Boston where he
is attending an auto school for in- County of Oxford.
COUNTY TREASURER'S OFFICE,
struction. He will return to Norway
South Paris, Maine, Feb. 20, 1903.
about the middle of March. Mr. Beck
The following ll»t containing the aggregate
will go into tho auto business in the sumas

Un

α rr h,

Rev.

8.

G.

I>avU,

feethodlst

sas

KHS
eViUptf«

purchases

New Spring Suit, Overcoat,
Rain Coat,

by

Spring Hats 1 Caps Have Arrived.
Clothing

Time.

F. H. NOYES CO.

'''Mrs

ODD LOT SALE

CARPET ROOM DEPARTMENT

mer.

...

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene F. Smith gave a
party to a few of their friends on Wednesday evening. It was a Washington
day "partv with decorations of the
national colors, flags, pictures of George
cutting the cherry treo and of WashingRefreshton and Martha in later years.
ments were in order with whist and a
social time. The ladies were dressed m
costumes, caps,
Martha Washington
kerchiefs and powdered hair. C"erry
trees and hatchets were the prizes and
were won by Mr. and Mrs. Stiles and
Mr. and Mrs. Cushman. Those present

amount of co-U allowed In each criminal cane
iuilltc<l and a'lowcd by- the Supreme Judicial
I'ourt ainl s|>eclfylng the court or magistrate
that allowed the same and before whom the case
originated Is published In compliance with the
provisions of ^Section 13 of Chapter 18* of the
Revised Statutes of the State of Maine.
BEFORE

State

ve.

t β 92

Randall

Lltttehile
Olum,
LeClalr
Lankhhae et

Atkins,

"?·J*}*

81
<

Ç f0

J

'·}
Ç°
11M
—-

Montlsano

Walker,
Bragg,

als,

Oullette et al

McDonald
Kennlson,
Everett
Hale
Butter
Randall,
Everett

........

Harmon,

-JW
}:i *

|8j>8

..........

stena

A number of small rolls, 5 to 15
cost and less.

Lace Curtains
Odd lots of Lace Curtains,
pairs of a kind at 1-3 off the

J <1

-4 97
»4o

.....

s

35 MARKET

...

SOUTH

good

pants—those

Trousers that

going

robes from
see

how

10

t··» 70

you

or

buy

a

Robe

Cheap.

blankets and
Call and
discount.
per cent,
can buy a good wool blanket.

JAMES N. FAVOR, i»E&%\%,lUCKFR

Druggieta, South Paris, Maine.

OX Main St.,

speak to
pair of

men
new

who want the

nicely

made of Cheviots, Wor-

A

large

assortment.

At $3.00

serJohnson Pant which cannot l>c beat fur
vice. They never rip or the buttons come otl*.

The

Try

a

pair and

be convinced.

At $2.50

The
this

Sampson Pant—the strongest pant made at
price. Just the pant for every day wear.

They

J.

will

keep

you

warm

and

dry.

F. PLUMMER, ££&,.
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone

|

106*3.

|

PRINCE
B.
IS.
&.
S.
Organs.

to sell the balance of my

cheap

are

steds and Cassimeres.

---

Now is the time to

am

MAINE.

At $3.50 to $4.50

ARE SHOWING

Apron Ginghams
FOE 8 CENTS.

"W. J. Wheeler,

I

SQUARE,

"best thing" in trousers—
here they are.

......

trade in musical instruments.

Horse Blanket

three

regular price.

PARIR.

We want to
who need a

—

Good second hand organs frcm $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175.
to buy for New Year's present.
Chairs and
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools,
Here is
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.

The time comes to every one when the
It is a little
life forces begin to fail.
harder to climb a hill or walk up stairs.
Exercise is taken less vigorously or
abandoned, and we feel that the end of a
active service is drawing near.
It is more than probable thaf we have,
been over-driving the machine of the
body which will give out like any
machine if overtaxed, and we should immediately take steps to change the gear,
build up the strength and restore the life
forces. To this end nothing equals our
delicious cod liver aud iron preparation,
Vinol, which is far superior to all other
tonics and cod liver preparations because
it is mado by a scientific, extractive, concentrating process from fresh cods1
livers, combining with peptonate of iron
all the medicinal, healing, body-building
elements of cod liver oil, but no oil.
As a body builder and strength creator
for old people, delicato children, weak,
run-down persons, after sickness, and
for chronic coughs, colds, bronchitis aud
all throat and lung troubles, Vinol is
unexcelled.
Try it on our offer to return your
money if it fails. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,

to

NEED
PANTS?

Large Stock of New Pianos and Organs.

A LONG LIFE.

one

at

N, Dayton Bolster &, Co.,

Wanted.

Pianos

yards,

CALL AND SEE THEM.

—

Norway National Bank,

yards, 8-4

Wool Carpets

17 04
8 10
8b0
i> «
10 84
®
8 1°
5
*:
7 66
261 U
11 «

Montlsano,
O'Leary,

McPbee
Soblskls et

®J
00

11 18

Regltano,
Estes,
Roux,
Harmon,
Regltano etal,
Sargent,

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Π. Cummlngs.
Mr. and Mrs. Will A. Rlcknell.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. luster.
Mr. and Mrs. Moses P. Stiles.
Mr and Mrs. Eugene E. Andrews.
Mr. and Mrs. I.lewellyn H. Cushman.
Dr. an I Mrs. Herman L. Bartlett.
Dr. an I Mrs. Rial F. Bradbury.
Or and Mrs. Harry P. Jones.
Dr and Mrs. Fred E. Drake.
Mr. and Mrs. .lames N. Favor.
Mr. and Mrs. Λ Ibert .1. Stearns.
Mr. and Mrs. lohn C. Shepard.
Mr. and Mrs. Mell W. Sampson.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton L. Kimball.
Sir. and Mrs. Henry .1. Banes.
Mr. and Mrs. Vivian W. Hills.

Linoleums
A lot of short lengths, 3 to 15
wide at 2-3 price.

?·' JO
10

al,...

Decoteau,
Sobiskle et ate

were:

A Large Lot of Mattings
at 50 cents
a
3 yards to 15 yards in piece
on the dollar.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT,
GRAND .1 L'RY.

MONEY ORDERS

ΓΠΟ-

purchis-?d
styles.

pleased

.....

AND

Larg3

Complete.

Variety

—

ENEUOY

buy

This is Just the Time

—

LONG LIFE.

early

Perhaps

....

HOW TO CONSEUVE

STORE8.

Born.

Ernest Jackson has purchased
Oullette
JJW
9 07
M. Pike's house on the corner of DeerMoncbamp,
°.0
White
ing and Summer Streets.
10 .0
Cook,
of
ladies
the
Wednesday, March 4th,
11
.0
Gustltls,
the Universalist church will hold a fair
» 70
Loblskle
The sale will comat Concert Uall.
I'loplle,
H'O
1° '0
Regltano,...
mence at two o'clock, and there will be
10 ,0
GaTatl,
all kinds of useful articles for sale.
49
Pronestl.
.3
10.0
Frank Π. Richardson has leased the
Cocclle,..
83 91
Rowe,
Waite
\V.
I.
store recently vacated by
2 *7
liueclna
attractive barber
10
FROZEN WATEK PIPES AND HYDRANTS. and will have a most
Dargle,
2JJ
for
1°
,0
worked
has
Richardson
.Mr.
Sargent,
If there should a tire start in our shop.
a long time and is greatly
for
Cook
L.
A.
BEFOKK SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT,
we
should
this
at
writing,
village to-day,
TRAVERSE JURY.
liked by the public.
be hopelessly at the mercy of the flames
Rev. Mr. lirooks went to Lewiston State vs. W. G. Everett
·*-;* 00
in certain parts of our village, because
P. Decoteau
last week to visit some of the eick peo10 40
the hydrants are frozen up. Sunday,
W. P. McDonald,
in the hospital who were from Nor1142
Roland McPhee,
the 23d, eight hydrants were reported ple
21
McCafferty,
way.
frozen and five or six were frozen a
94
87
Regatlno
Gulsepne
There will be an illustrated lecture
week before. We do not wish to blame
Onfrlo Montlsano..........—-- 38 14
Life of Christ" in the
"The
of
40
28
given
Tucker
E.
Fred
tho present officers of the Norway Water
6t>0
Adeltrd Dargle.............
Methodist church next WednesC'o. for negligence in thawing them out, Norway
18 68
Jei-se
Estes,
M.
March
Gerry
4th, by
8 10
fur they have been very active and with- day evening,
Soblskls, Ploplls and GUhtUls,...
Plummer of Skowhegan, also several
18 <3
Scwall Walker
out doubt have done the best they could
08
illustrated.
22
and
will
be
Clair
I.
L.St.
old
sung
hymns
do under the circumstances. But the
85 23
L.OIum
Small admission to pay expenses.
10 68
fact remains that we are paying a high
Joe Davie,
10 68
Vlc'or Losler,
price for fire protection and every win10 68
Paul Ross
KEFPING OPEN HOUSE.
ter wo have this same question of frozen
10 68
Wm. M.Rose
10 63
Paulo Procopio,.............
hydrants to deal with. Some time we
Everybody is welcome when we feel
10 68
Edmund Rowers,...
may have a tire when the hydrants are good; and wo feel that way only wlieu
10 68
Charles Vaille.............
frozen, and then we shall have something our digpstive organs are working prop162
Fnnk Ethrldge,
1®
to remind us of our negligeece in this erly.
Wm. Bragg,
Dr. King's New Life Pille regu1 6··
Oullette
and
liver
of
matter.
stomach,
late the action
Wm Bragg,
J,!-There is no need of frozen hydrants in bowels so perfectly, one can't help feelfiGustltls
J162
this village. If the water system had ing good when he uses these pills. 25c
W. M R ies
3 21
I.oblskls and Ploplls.............
been installed as it should have been, at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s drug store.
Paulo Procopio,
}1 ·>«
with water mains below the frost, this
62
G. Rcgltano.......
!,8
could not occur, and when our water
l.arry Roux,
102
Rolind McPhee,
In Addition to Our Regular
system is installed every citizen of the
3 2t
Thcrrlo and Oullette,
Cote
corporation that wants tire profection
H 78
Fred Russell,
48
should insist that mains of sufficient size
Clias I.emleux,
28
74
Bertha West,
are put deep enough in the ground so
have
that wo shall be as sure to
protecRIMFORD FALLS MUNICIPAL COURT,
BEFORE
the
in
UNITED
payable anywhere
ARETA8 E. STEAH.NS, JUDGE.
tion in the winter as in the summer. As it
STATES, we are prepared to issue
· β j-0
State vs. Warren Cook
is now we are absolutely certain of noth10·-·*'
Joseph Atkins...............
checks for any amount ON MORE
ing, cxcopt that we will have to pay a
2 68
S ta I) wood
10 13
THAN TWO THOUSAND CITIES
Vlto Pronestl
good price for the protection that we get
13 i6
VIto Prone-tl,..
As long as we have no
such as it is
in
and TOWNS
EUROPE, ASIA,
Rolind McPhee,
£32
tires it is all right, but that was the way
8 30
Onfrlo Montlsano,
AMERICA.
SOUTH
AFRICA,
8 83
with Berlin, Portland, Old
Orchard,
Onfrlo Montlsano
48
18
and
the
WEST
INDIES,
and
Harrison
E.Hale,
MEXICO,
Henry
Norway,
Bryant's Pond,
15 28
Henry E. Hale
all within short distances of us, and we
AUSTRALIA, and the EAST IN9 48
Doinlnlck Laukshas et al
cannot tell when it will be our time. We
DIES, the PHILIPPINE ISLANDS,
REFORE RUMFORD FALLS MUNICIPAL COURT,
cannot get this any too quickly, and we
J AMKS B. STEVENSON, RECORDER.
and SANDWICH ISLANDS.
cannot be satisfied until we have an en* f 47
State vs. L. Olum,
as
is
alsuch
svstein,
Frank Ethrldge,
tirely independent
}!·'<
-0
Fred E. Tucker,
ready planned. This should be done
JO
13 08
Paulo Procopio,
dnring the coming summer, so that when
'■>■'·>
Steve Harrlman,
next
fall
our
the ground freezes up again
Douilnlco Galatl,......
J304
14 80
water mains will be below the frost line,
Gulseppe Regltano........
29 6·»
Werton L Sargent
and our hydrants always ready for imNorway, Mo.
Ernest W hit·*,
J6 4'Geo. H. Mouton.
mediate service.
Wilfred oullette et al,
J2.6
jy-Thirty-five years of successful ser58 84
John Soblskls et al»,
15 6*
vice to depositors.
Mike Gustltls
Fire at Rumford Falls.
«96
Roland Mcl'hce
lo 1<
et
Bucclna
al,
Fire broke out Monday afternoon,
Vlto
at
house
Chandthe
Feb. 24, in
boarding
BEFORE NORWAY MUNICIPAL COURT,
WILLIAM F. J ONES, JUDOE.
ler and Byron Streets, Rumford Falls,
and
owned
· 26 12
Marehall
Daniel
State vs. l'hlllp Dccotcau
occupied by
Jesse S. Este*
J' ?Middle aged farmer and wife on a
by the Rumford Realty Co., the flames
11
Alfred Duffy,
«(
7
coming through the roof wh?n discover- farm. Address, Box No.
Alfred Duffy
PortJO
243,
'ο
ed. The fire was extinguished by the
G. Robertson et al,
Soule
Truman
9
department, but not until the roof was land, Maine,
18
( harlefrKlmbal1
?8
burned off. Though the lower part of
21 4.1
Eliza L. Butler
36
NOTICK.
Wallace G. Everett,
the house was not burned at all, the
;-8
21 98
he
that
notice
Charles
Randall,............——
The
subscriber
(five»
were
hereby
damaged by
building and furniture
has lieen <luly appointed administrator of the
it
to
make
as
TRIAL
JUSTICE,
an
extent
such
to
water
BEFORE ALBERT BENNETT,
estate of
UI LEAD.
practically a total loss. The house was IIKLEN 8. WITHJNGTON, late of Buckllel I,
—· I3 :W
insured for ?1500 and the furniture for In the County of Uxfortl, deceased, ami given State vs. 811 ιβ Llttlehale
AU
law
directe.
having
bonds as the
persons
TRIAL
JUSTICE,
HOW
L.
AID,
S1000.
JOHN
BEFORE
•lomamln again it the estate of said deceased arc
MEXICO.
desired to present the same for settlement, and
♦ H 98
SUFFERING AND DOLLARS SAVED. all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay State vs. Chaa. J. Harmon,
meut Immediately.
M. ATWOOD,
GEORGE
WITHINGTON.
E. S. Loper of Marilla, Ν. Y., says:
C.
8ΤΛΝ
ST\NWOOD
Treasurer of Oxford County.
911
Feb. lHth, 1» 8.
"I am a carpenter and have had many
severe cuts healed by Bncklen's Arnica
Salve. It haw saved me suffering and
dollars. It is by far the best healing
salve I have ever found." Ileals burns,
sores, ulcers, fever sores, eczema and
piles. 20c at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,

Druggists.

BLUE

rear

Norway, Maine.

New Dress
For

Ginghams

10, 12 1-2, 15, 25 Cents.

CALL AND LOOK THEM OVER.
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

IF MOTHERS ONLY KNEW
Whf« children are cross, irritable and peevish it doe· not sig»
is somenify that they have bad tempers; it shows that there and
which the
thing wrong with the child which it is not able to explain,cure.
Mother·,
mother—If She liai) Kutw-couM easily and quickly
the teeth,
if
nervous.grit·
cross, peevish,
•tody your child's symptoms:
wets' the bed, picks the uosc, has variable appetite or bowels, suffer· with
wind-colic or headiche. is irritable· a-id rrstlc^s, lias furred tongue or offensive breath, you may be sure that child is troubled with toorms. which cauM
nearly all the ills of'childhood.
Don't delay—disease comes suddenly—a few doses of the wonderftil

old-time

remeiiy—

DR. TRUE'S
ELIXIR

Spmal

Oischarge.

Petition for

I η the matter of
\AVIMt ttlRARD1N alias

)
I In
Bankruptcy.
FRANK JORDAN.
of Hartford, Bankrupt. J

To the Hon. Clakkkck Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine :
GIRARDIN. alias FRANK JOR
DA Ν, of HartforΊ, In tho County of Oxford, ami State of Maine, to said District, rerepresents, that on the 16th day of
March, fast past, he was duly adjudged bankthe Acts of Congress relating to
under
rupt
bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all
his property and rights of property, and has
with all the requirements of said
fully
Acts and of the orders of Court touching his

XAVIKR

spectfully

Spreaders,

Manure

complied

Harrows,

Disk

bankruptcy.

Wherefore he lirays, that he may be decreed
bv the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against tits estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this s-th d*v of February, A. D. 1903.
X AVIER GIRARDIN, alias

Sulky Plows.

FRANK JORDAN, Bankrupt.

ohi»i:k of notice thebkos.

District or Maine, ss.
On this 15th day of Feb., A. D. 13'8, on reading the foregoing petition, it Is—
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
IV
upon the same on the nth day of March, Α.
law», before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In The Oxford Dcm
ocrât, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that nil known creditor·, and other persons In
Interest, may ap)»car at the said time and place
and sh .w cause. If any they have, why the
not be granted.
prayer of raid petitioner should
A nd It Is further Ordered by the Court, that the
Clerk shall send by mall to ail known creditors
copies ol said petition and this order, addressed
to them at their placer, of residence as stated.
Witness the Hon. clakknce Hale. Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, ou the I5»h day of Feb., A
D. l»fS.
JAMES E. HKWEY, Clerk.
IL. ».]
Λ true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest-JAM ES Ε. HEW ΕΥ, Clerk.

A. W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH PARIS.
E. W. ( HANDLER,

Builders' Finish !
I will furnirfh DOORS an·» WINDOWS of any
Size or Sly le ai reasonable prtcee.

Also Window & Door Frames.

Bankrupt's

In the matter

Planing, Sawing

and Job Work

M iwhed Marl Woo«t Floor Koante for aale.

C.

!

(IIWIUiK,

W.

Wert Sumner,

....

Maine.

W. A. Porter,
SOUTH PARIS,
Agent for

Is

Wayside Laundry,1
Hebron, Maine.

EDWARD C. BEAIN,
MANAGER.
First-class work done,

Family Washings

a

Specialty.

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

Id tbe matter of
NORMAN C-

Petition for

of

1

Discharge.

STIRLING A. DOBSON, [in
Bankrupt. )

[fin wantof any kln>l of Klnteh for Innlie or
Hlne Lum
Outside work, «end to your or· ter*
ber and Shingle» od ban! Cheap for Caeh.

)

each

word.)

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Cla&knce Hale, Judge of the Dietrie» Court of the I'nlted Stales for the District
of Maine :
^TIltLING A DOBSON, of Rnmford, In the
Τ
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represents, that
on
the 1·'-th day of March, last past, he was
of
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts has
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he
and rights of
his
all
surrendered
property
luly
the
property, ami has fully compiled with all of
requirements of said Acts and of the orders
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he uiay be decree I by the Court to have a full discharge from
all debts provable against his estate un>ler said
debts as are exbankruptcy Acts, except such
discharge.
cepted by law from such
D. 1U03.
A.
of
12th
da*
Feb.,
this
Dated
STIRLING A. DOBSON, Bankrupt.

1. From procrastinate and gain
animal.
2. From a comic play and gain part
of the bend.
3. From discovered and gain tender
4. From giving motion and gain to
an

No. 42.—Changed Initials.
1. Change to exile into disappear.
2. Change to develop Into part of a

ship.

3. Change a menus of transportation
across water luto a fruit.
4. Change the eud of a bouse Into an

animal.

ALMOST
AS
GOOD
A6

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune
is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost ai
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Caniei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
and contains all the most important news of The Dailj

a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have noi
time for a daily newspaper you may ne kept in close toucl
with all important news of the world at a very small cost
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLV
TRIBUNE is only #1.30 per year, but you can secure it wit-1
Democrat
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford

Tribune, which is

A

DAILY
NEWSPAPER.

Both Papers One Year lor $2.25.
Send your order and money
South Paris, Maine.

to

The Oxford Democrat
«

Tour name and address on a postal card to THE NEW·
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, wil
bring you a free sample copy.

Had been a hero never.
A four he was, and no mistake—
'Tis down in black and white, sir.
If at the record you will take
A glance, you'll see I'm right, sir.

So ONE TWO THREE FOUR Is the WHOLE.
A title very famous.
A boy not know it? Oh. how droll!
Why. what an ignoramus!

No. 48.—A Famous Poet.

MM»ΪΓ

the!

I

végéta-1

be-1

two

persons.

used for breakfast, luncheon and supper
η place of a tablecloth; for dinner, of
used.
course, the latter must always be
It is possible to buy these plate doilies
A-ith ceuterpiece to match, for ordinary
of
ise, very reasonably, especially those
plain linen with scalloped edges, or some
simple decoration. Crocheted sets are
ilso very pretty for "every day" meals,

ind may be

made by apt fingers.
special occasions the table

quickly

For more
loilies may be elaborated to almost any
oxteur, from tho simple home-made
iffairs of damask and lace to the wonderbe
fully beautiful ones of real lace to
lad in the large shops, the sets with
plate doilies, glass doilies and centerall to match, marked with the

(wner's monogram delicately embroidered in the centcr of each piece. To
protect the table from hot dishes, it is
the doilies
aecessary to place underneath
little mat, of the same size, preferably
of asbestos.—Ex.
A Letter Once a Year.

—New England Homestead.
Questions and Answers.
What is the difference between η
king's son. a monkey's mother, a bald
head and an orphan? A kiug's son i>
the heir apparent. A monkey's mothei
is a haliy parent. A bald head has no
hair apparent. Λη orphan has "nary"
a

parent.

A man has twenty-six (twenty sick'
sheep and one died. IIow many re
mai tied? Nineteen.
Why is an old maid's age like a tloral
wedding bell? Because it is never told
Why is Caruso like a jeweler? Because he deals in precious (s)toues.
What is the difference between a hill
and a pill? One is hard to get up, the
other Is hard to get down.

Id these busy days, letter-writing is an
almost forgotten art. The telephone and
the telegraph play such important parte
in the sending of messages and the transmission of news that they take the places
of the social call and the family letter.
Yet there are dear, far-away friends
ind relatives from whom one would like
to hear once in a while and with whom
one would liko to exchange occasional

greetings.

An efficient way to

accomplish

this

object is to establish the custom of exchanging letters once a year at a speci-

lied time.
Three women of ray acquaintance, who
were college friends, have for over twenty years written to each other a letter
which reached each recipient on her

birthday. These letters are always long
and interesting, containing the news of
the year, and are always eagerly anticipated by each one.
These friends are so widely separated
by distance and circumstances, that they
aave visited each other but once in all
this time, yet through the yearly letter
they have never lost interest in each
other.
Under such an

arrangement

there are

Key to the Puzzler.
□o awkward breake in the correspondNo. 33.
Literary Lights: 1. Mary ence, no excuses to be made for not
HumMrs.
La tub. 2. George Eliot. 3.
writing sooner or oftener, and no quesphry Ward. 4. Julia Ward Howe. 5 tion arises as to whoso turn it is to write.
—Xew Idea.
G. Mrs
Frances Hodgson Burnett
Browning. 7. Jean Ingelow. 8. Mary
—

Wilklns Freeman. 0. .Wielia E. Burr
10. Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.
No. 34.—Hidden Fruits: Lemon, man
•„'o. apricot, fig. date.
Animal Puzzle: Unicorn,
No. 35.
—

dragon.
No. 30.—Charade: Sigh, fur, cipher
No. 37.—Added Fractions: 1. Piano
2. Gale. 3. Garment. 4. Azure.
No. 38.—Riddle: Yoke. yolk.
No. 39.-A Pyramid: 1. C. 2. II. 3

Mum. 4. Ohio. 5. Comic.
No. 40.—Remainders: 1, Com-mit-tee
2. Sal-era-tus.
GIVEN UP TO DIE.
B. Spiegel, 1204 X. Virginia St., Evansville, Ind., write»: "For over five years I
was troubled with kidoey and bladder
affections which caused me much pain
and· worry. I lost flesh and was all rut*
down, and a year ago had to abandon
work entirely. I had three of the beet
physicians who did me no good and I
.vas practically given up to die.
Foley'»·
Kidney cure was recommended and tiltfirst bottle gave me great relief, ami
ifter taking the second bottle I was en'irely cured." Why not let it help you?
For sale by all druggists.

girl's

air was pensive.
"To-morrow," she said, "Reginald will
conduct me to the altar. There," sin
'.dtied, smilingly, "his leadership will
nd."
The young

the head may be
obstinate case of
Vasal Catarrh. Drive out the invader
with Ely's Cream Balm applied straight
to the inflamed stuffed up air passages
Price 50c. If you prefer to use an
atomizer, ask for Liquid Cream Balm
it has all the good qualities of the solid
form of this remedy and will rid you of
catarrh or hay fever. No cocaine to
breed a dreadful habit. No mercury to
dry out the secretion. Price 75c., with
spraying tube. All druggists, or mailed
by Ely Bros., 50 Warren Stree\ New
York.

The above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry Buildin;*, I*. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D· C. It is located in the
heart of the city and is covered with Paroid Roofing. The Government also
It uses Paroid bccause it
uses Paroid for stables, barracks, warehouses, etc.
finds η >thing its equal.
Paroid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, warehouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is permanent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,
contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
What is good for the Government will be good for vou. Write for free sample
of Paroid ana see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.

Isn't good for man to live
alone, yon know.
Mrs. Naggs—Well, it would be a lot
betterTor some women if they did.

S. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Paris, fie.

Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup is anew
remedy, an improvement on the laxai fives of former years, as it does not gripe

Scad · 2 oaat tump lor book of ap-to-Uat· poultry aad tana building plan*

drop-light

piece

Only a little cold in
rhe begiuuing of an

ÎM

re-1

simplify!

<

Block,

table,

every-1

NOTICE OF FOREfLOSl'RE.

Inquire

ί

I

however simple,
always gladdens the eye and is an unmistakable evidence of its owner's
finement of taste. Δ little care In its
setting, the proper placing of its various I
appointments, will do much to obtain
this result. A centerpiece of flowers, !
ferns, or even a little growing plant, will
give the first dainty touch. If one hasn't
the flowers or plant, a prettily shaded
may answer.
lamp or
In placing the different covers,
fork or forks are usually put at the left
of the plate, the knives and spoons at I
the right, generally in the order in which
they will be used. Thus—for a simple I
dinner, consisting of soup, roast,
blef, salad, pudding and coffee, the two
forks, the larger one first, for the meat
I
course, the smaller one, for the salad,
outside of it, are placed at the left. At
'he right, first comes the large spoon for
the soup, then the large dinner knife, I
next the smaller knife, used for butter,
I
•He., then the teaspoon for the pndding.
The glass is placed always at the right
is
butter
uear the spoons, and, when
iised, the butter plate, containing its I
tho
above
left
the
•ittle butter ball, at
forks, while the napkin ie placed
•-ween the silver, if there be no plate,
Pepotherwise at the left of the forks.
I
pers and ealts are usually scattered
ibout between the covers doing duty fori
A daintily set

sorved|with|
pre-1

printed

For Rent.

a

I

OHI»FK OF ΧΟΤΚΈ THEREOF.

19W», before said Court at Portland, tn said District, at 10o'clock In the forenoon; and that notice thereof be publlshc·I In the Oxford Demo
Offices or small store to rent in the
crat, a newspaper prluted In sal<! District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In Davis
South Paris.
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
at
and show cause. If any they have, why the
not
should
bo
granted.
prayer of said petitioner
South Paris Savings Bank
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred- 51 tf
itors copies of said petition and this order, ad
dressed to them at their places of residence a*
stated.
PARKER'S
Witness the Hon. Cuuuck IIai.k, Judge of
HAIR BALSAM
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,'
Clean»·** ami beautifle· the hair.
In said District, on tbe 21st day of Feb., A. D.
!
PlomoC·· a luxuriant growth.
i»>ver Pail· to Keatore Gr*y|
190b.
llair to Its Youthful Color.
JAMES K. HEWKY. Clerk.
[L. 8.J
Cur«« »cai? d *»*·»»· A hair falling.
A true copy of petltton and order thereon.
gQc,asd fU'Jai Druggim
Attest: JAMES E. HEWKY.Clerk.

Table and Serve
Dinner.

a

Your candlesticks, placed one at each
corner of the table or two set near the I
No. 43.—Riddle.
center, will lend a good effect as decoraDowntrodden, abused.
tions with their pretty shades. Celery,
Reviled oft when used.
in UtAnd yet. while a nuisance anu far from olives, radishes, salted nuts, etc.,
v
ile disher of silver, glass or china, may I
perfection.
Vou'll keep us, your need, tbat Is our sole be set on the table, as is also the plate I
protection.
»f bread with its linen doily.
Soup may be served by the hostess
No. 44.—Diamond.
:rom a tureen at the table, or brought in
klud
1. A letter lu midwinter. 2. A
in plates beforehand and set at each
of pastry. 3. To debate or discuss. 4. place. The roast is usually placed upon
he table and carved by the host, the
A violent or rapid llow. 5. The act of
at
removing from one state or country to naid, with her serving tray, standing
jis left to take the plates to each guest,
another. G. To dispute for. 7. A kind
to
8. The jeing particularly instructed always
of bay or recessed window.
at the left side, thus enabling I
l>ass
things
summit ϋ. A letter In midwinter.
>ue to use freely one's right hand. After
:he meat has been served to each person
No. 45.—Useful Tools.
:he potatoes and other vegetables must
Find several useful tools in the fol- ■je passed in the same way, then covered I
iod put on the sideboard or a near-by I
lowing:
I
This is a plan every one may fol- serving table for the time being, tbe
I
low—rememlier that sham merits onl.v maid meanwhile passing bread, celery I
or radishes, refilling the glasses, etc.
disgust: others saw the necessity of
Later, when this course is finished, the I
I'm
thrift and of learning souiethiug
and the plates are all removed, one I
•'oast
letting nothing escape me, although It jy one, and the salad served. Toasted I
Is a tax even now, but I am not a bil
•rackers and cheese may be
discouraged.
he salad. The salad may be all
pared beforehand and passed in its bowl
I
No. 46.—Arithmetical Puzzle.
"o each guest,-before whom a plate has
I
How can the number 45 be divided >een placed, or else dressed and served
the I
Into four such parts tbat if you add >y the hostess at table and passed by
2 to the first part, subtract 2 from the naid.
When the salad course is over,
second part, multiply the third part bj
thing is removed from the table except
2
the
fourth
the
divide
by
and
2
part
•he two remaining spoons and the glass I
result of each will be the same uuin- it each
place. The crumbs are brushed I
or I
berï
iway by the maid and the pudding
>ther dessert served, followed by the I
be
No. 47.—A Boy's Hero.
"after-dinner coffee," which may
aken at the table, or, after leaving it, in I
If one hail chanced to be a girl,
and
rosy.
Complexion bright
the living room. If there is no maid, it I
With sparkling eye and sunny curl
will» of course, be necessary, to
And pretty as a posy,
still more in order to avoid conthings
name
two
won
have
would
He never
tusion, to place vegetables, etc., upon
Far famed in song and story
things
the table, the guests passing
And doubtless would have deemed quite
shemselves. To the busy housewife, or
tame
A life devoid of glory.
>ne who must consider economically the
laundry
question, a convenient as well as
have
would
fought,
he
never
then
And
dainty custom commends itself—tbe
A loss to youngsters ever.
centerpieces.
use of plate doilies and
For one. If two tiihee hour were nought
These are easily laundered and may be

District ok Maine, es.
On this 15th «lay of Feb., A. D. 1908, on reading the foregoing petition. It laOrdered by the Court. That a hearing be hail
A. D.
upon the name on the 6th day of March,
lSWet, before s>ald Court at Portland, In said District. at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof l>e published in the Oxford Demtn said District, and
ocrat, a newspaper
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place
and xhow ca'u*e, if anv thev have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk "hall send by mall to all known cred
'.tors coptes of *ald petition and this order, ad·
dressed to theni at tnelr places of residence a.»
state·!.
Witness the Hon. CLARENCE Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
land. In ->ald District, on the 15th day of Feb.,
A. D. 190e>.
JAMES E. I1EWEY, Clerk.
[L. s.]
A true copy of petition and onler thereon.
Attest-JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

McINNIS,
j In Hatdcrnptry. WHEKEA9, May J. Smith of Peru. In the
Bankrupt. )
County f oxford, and State of Maine, bv he!
To the lins. Cukm'K Ηλι ε, Judge of the Dis- mortgage deed dated the :tlst day of March, A
trict Court of the United States for the District D. 19M, and recorded In tko Oxford Registry ol
of M aloe
l*ee»ls, Itook 4S>, page t'.<4, conveyed to me, the
VOKMAN C. McINNIS, of Mexico. In the un<lerstgued, a certain lot or parcel of land wltli
County of Oxford, anil State of Maine, the buildings thereon situaîe lu Peru, in th«
ί,Ι
In said District, respectfully represents that on County of Oxford and State of Maine, at Dick·
the leth 'lay of fcebruarv, lyo*. he was iluly vale. so-called, and bounded as follow-, to wit
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress re- Northeasterly t»v the homestead farm of Olivet
lating to Bankruptcy ; that he has duly surren- o.Tracv; Sort he-tcrly b> the homestead farm
dered all his property and rights of property, of Charges J. Tracy ; Southerly by noitherly loi
and ha fully compile·! with all the requirements line of Κ. II Lovejoy ami David I.. (.'henery and
of said Acts :tn<l of the orders of Court touching ea tcrlv bv land of eald David L Chenery; the
his bankruptcy.
same tx-lng the former homestead farm of the
Wherefore he prays. That he may be <lecree<l said May J. Smith, containing seventy acres
a full discharge from all uure or
have
to
the
Court
by
less, and the «amo premises conveyed tu
debts provable against his estate under said the said May J -ndth by John Λ. Putnam In
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex- warranty deed dated Sep ember 11th, A. D. ΙΛ'5
an
whereas the condition of said mortgage hat
cepted by law from such discharge.
f>ated this Ulh day of Feb.. Α. I». 19CK.
been broken, now, therefore by reason of tin
NORMAN C McINNH, Bankrupt
breach ol the condition thereof I claim a fore
OKDKK OF XOTICK THKREO.I.
closute of said mortgage.
Dated at Dlxtidd, Maine, this 15th day ol
District of Mains, si».
February, A. D. 1'<US.
On thls ilst day of Feb., A. D. lmw, on read- 7 9
ΙΟΝ Ε HARLOW.
ing the foregoing petition. It le
Ordered by the Court, That* hearing be had
A. D.
upon the saine on the l.'Sth day of Mar.,

Oxford Democrat, South Put·, Me.

How to Set

7. From mercenary and gain a kind
of meat
8. From to harm and gain to habituate.
0. From an article of food and gain a
nail
10. From praises and gain boys.
11. From pounds and gain wagers.
12. From languishes and gain pastry.

Prtt pampHUt.

C> finder Oil.

Column,

pute.

Bankrupt's

Gasoline

(Drop

No. 41.—Syncopations.
the middle letter from

"EBa^ttWSSSS I

fix firmly.
5. From a kind of grain and gain au
Interrogative prououn.
C. From a weapon and gain to dis-

DR. J. F. TRUE & CO., Auburn, Me.
tcormt.

The Ρ uzzler

secure or

will give your children that vigorous In .'th
which is so important to their future happiuess.
X>r. True's Elixir expels the worms, if there
are any—if not it acts as a gentle laxative ami
tonic. It cleans out all waste matter from the
stomach and bowels, tones and strengthens
the entire system of udults as well
as children." Dr. True's Elixir is a
safe, pure, vegetable tonic and has
been the standard household rem·
oly for flftv-fl've long year·.
Sold by all druggists, 35c., 50c., fi.oo.
Write for free book, "Children and
their Diseases."
treatment for topr

HOMEMAKEES' COLUMN. I

Naggs—It

or

Is

pleasant to take. It
guaranteed. For Ml· bj all drogglata.
nauseate and is

Hints on

Iu society never

one

of many.

Etiquette.
forget that

you are

this afternoon, none of y oar feelings
is as yet engaged except your pride.
air
(Continued from p*g« one.)
Tell me," she demanded, with an
I
bee;: about you. and iu your guileiess- of conceit, "can I read men? Am
ners Lijiv easily you might be deceived
observant? Am I cute and clever?
lut:» a wretched marriage! Why should Are my perceptions keen? My parting
I step c: hie for others eveu less worthy advice to you Is, be kind to Gateshead
and he salth
I wanted you now—
thau ui;self ?
,before It Is yet too late
In
now while that sweet wild wood flavor In bis heart, Ί have no pleasure
was upon you!
Perhaps you would her.* "
never lose It if I took you to myself
Georgians withdrew her arm from
and kept yo.i fo close to me forever Daisy's. "I was mistaken In Dr. Kinthat the world could not get near to ross," she said, with dignity.
others
"So it would eeem."
yon. Why should I leave it to
"He Is, after all, commonplace. He
to enjoy the charming opening up of
your young mind to the wonderful was unworthy of the high friendship

HIS

COURTSHIP.

panorama of life, for who could delight more than I In the unfolding of
your beautiful spirit? Had I not discovered you? Why should I not have
my reward? Why should I not woo
all
you, marry you, travel with you
over the world, touch and guide you
where I could aud myself be taught
and guided by your womanly loveliness? Eunice, I was almost appalled
when once 1 gave rein to myself at
the strength of my love for you, for I
felt the hurt of It almost as much as

the ecstasy.
"I tried to persuade myself that your
love for me was as fundamental, as Inevitable. as mine fur you, but the very
force of my own passion made me distrust the sophistries of my selfishness.
I knew that If I would not degrade
my great love for you I must put your
best welfare above my own desires, I
must leave you free—until you had
taken your bearings in the world and
And tben. If It
had found yourself.
were

I gave him."
"
'If you want that, you must climb.'
He wasn't husky enough to do it"
"I bad fancied him a man," said
of
Georgiana, "to whom the low plane
the average marriage would be Impossible, one whom the universe would
call only to the highest union. But he

quite Incapable of meeting

was

me.

A country girl's pink and white prettlness"— She shrugged her shoulders,
leaving her remark unfinished.
"It only goes to show," said Daisy,
"that there isn't the least use sport lug
in making
up for a mere man, nor yet
I don't really believe Euan effort.
nice tried for Pete. After this I'm going to live up to my favorite motto,
'Let Thlugs Slide.' You come out bet*
ter in the end."
THE END.

carried the day—aud I am here with
you !"
lie stopped In the solitary path Into
which they had strayed and opened his
arms to her.

CHATTER XXVII

TT Τ will bump you to hear It, Georgl9 ana, and I'm awfully sorry for
I you. but I can't help it," said
^ Daisy, as one afternoon In October the two girls strolled about the
You
campus: "I've got to tell you.
are Inborlng under the delusion that
Kinross is in love with you—we can't
of course, understand how he can help
being, when he had the chance of
watching us for four weeks without
But." she added In
our knowing It.
the tone of an oracle, "he Is not! Better you should know It now while none
"

of your feelings except your pride ure
raided up and before you hurt poor
Gateshead to the point of driving him

Into my arme."
"IIow can you possibly know anything (jf Iir. Kinross' feelings, Daisy?"
"Ile Is not a man
Ge rglana asked.
to flaunt them before the public. And
I don't (suppose he has taken you Into

his confidence!"
"Oh. but he has!"
Georgiana turned and looked at her
qulcl ly. "What do you mean, Daisy?"
"He not a man to flaunt his feelings!
Graclcus, he can't repress himself! He

out to every passerby!"
"And has he confided to you that he
Is not In love with me?" Georgiana

ju>'t has to let

smilingly Inquired.

"He made me hear the whole story
of Eunice—her turning out to be au
heiress aud the daughter of one of the
oldest and liest families In the country. Well. Georgiana. no man looks
as he looked while speaking of that
girl unless he has gone the way of all
flesh and become mad with love. You
would have seen It for yourself, but

for your prepossession that he loved
you. What a chance I missed myself,
or if I'd dreamed that Bete was him—
I mean he—I might have had α try at
him myself, for I do like the creature
rather. It isn't his fault that all the

girls get silly about him. Yes," she
said thoughtfully, "If I'd ever dreamed
of his being himself I certainly would
have given uey attention to his case,

for I know the man is rather fond of
me—you mayn't have noticed It—and
my own private opiulou is that we

No hope
were made for each other.
for any of us now, though, not even
for you. Georgle. He's shelved! The
long lost heiress has him. Whether
he has her I don't know. I'd love to
I'd like to have a
see him refused.
chance to refuse him myself. Though
In such a contingency, If he continued
As for
to want me, I'd think about IL
you, Georgiana, you'll have to content
yourself with Gateshead."
"Your gratuiGeorglana laughed.
tous surmise», my dear, are all wrong.
IIow could a uian like Dr. Klnrort
care for a mere country girl like Eunice, a sort of servant to the farmer's
family? Sbe was a little less illiterate
than the rest, but a simple, uneducated country girl nevertheless. Why, I

"Rural simplicity," reasoned Georglana, "Is very well In Its way. I
think I don't underrate its value and
Its charm. But a highly complex mental and spiritual organism like that of
Dr. Kinross could not be at one with
a simple organism like that of the girl
Eunice. It stands to reason."

Never stare about you in a room as if
"She was duplex or complex enough
/ou were taking stock.
to land her fish!" Daisy vulgarly deA letter of introduction should be
clared. "Aud to think, Georglana, how
^iveu to the bearer unsealed.
When at a party you may speak to you missed your chance when you had
those next to you, even if you have not him all to yourself for a whole month
been introduced.
-for, of course. I wasn't In the way."
Personal pronouns should be used as
"No doubt Dr. Kinross found my
little as possible when speaking of any true self more quickly bocause of my
one present or absent.
unconsciousness of his presence than
Punctuality is an instinct of good U we had coine together In the ordibreeding; to fail in keeping an appoint- nary way and l>een hampered by conmeut at the time arranged is a direct afventional forms and reserve»."
front to the persou awaiting you.
"And maybe that's why he fell In
Remember age com mauds rospect of
youth, and even in the bustlo of the love with Eunice Instead of you."
"I dou't follow your reasoning."
twentieth century a lady always makes
"Clear as mud! He fouud you too
way for her superior in years.
Lovers should not make a practice of superior.
I
Prefers rural aimpllclty.
enabsenting themselves, or of being so
ask you," she demanded, with a theother
as
to
tirely absorbed with each
atrical wave of her hand, "why he Is
neglect those whose company they may
now, at the very beginulng of the term,
be in.
New York or
A woman may not rise when shaking away from college—in
Echo an'lands with a child or man, unless he be Newport or some place?
tlderly, when it is most gracious to do swers, 'He's gone to see hie girl!'
<o, but she should always rise when Here comes your venerable young fagreeting another woman.
ther!"
At Taulk —Courtesy excludes tlie inPresident Ellery. white haired and
roduction of all subjects calculated to wrinkled, but vigorous, came toward
dis•xcite heated argument, unpleasant
them In the path, a cane in one hand,
cussion, or anything that may be obnoxan open letter In the other.
ous to any one present.
"I have a letter from Dr. Kinross,"
Peksonal Remarks.—Even between
It before them.
personal friends a certain reticence he announced, waving
«hould be observed in this particular. "Bad news! He's resigned. But we
Vever be too effusive in manner, but shall not accept his resignation. We'll
when you can sincerely do so, praise the give him a year off and get hie promise
ictions or gifts of friends. This is "bet- to return next fall—with his bride,
ter than praising their actual possessions.
ne'e about to be married and lnteude
It is better to remain silent if you canto spend a year In traveling with his
not honestly praise.
wife In Europe and Asia."
Wukn in Company.—In conversation
"The unfortunate lady's name?" Inivoid political, commercial or religious
when
Daisy, for Georglana could not
a
quired
never
interrupt person
•rabjects;
or be
attention
to
speak.
pay
speaking; appear
Whisinterested in the conversation.
They waited breathless while Presipering is bad taste, or conversing in a dent Ellery slowly took out his eyelanguage that all parties may not be glasses, adjusted them and examined
acquainted with. If gifted with wit, do the letter.
not make a display of it.
Look, but
"Miss Eunice Wolcott."
avoid staring in the face of the person
"Stung again!" cried Daisy, totterinis
Scandal
with.
are
conversing
you
ing.
excusable.
The two girls walked on, while President
Ellery r-oeeeded in the opposite
ia
that
screw
a
remove
If you wish to
direction.
hot
red
a
heat
difficult to loosen,
poker
"Please, Georgle, don't let It rattle
and hold it on the head of the screw for
her
a short time, then, while it is still hot,
you," Dnlsv coaxed her, slipping
apply the screwdriver, and it will oome I arm through her cousin's. "As I said
out eaally.
In the beginning of my requu&f to you

trinsic worth and absolute dignity,
rheir value to the individual, according to him, is wholly proportioned to
his skill in using them lu a soc ial

form.
In one of his earlier letters to Philip
Stanhope he writes: "What au advantage has η graceful r; \.!ier with ceiiteel motions, a handsome figure, ovei·
one who shall speak full a3 much go si
t
sense, but who Is destitute of
ornaments! ! 11 business lu.ν prevalent
are the graces, how detrimental is the
want of them! If you should not acmauuérs. all the rest will Im; of

quire

Γ.ν ma::::cra I mean

little use to yo;t.

engaging. Insinuating. :!iiui;:g
ners, a distinguished pu'Iuiiess,

Brunswick, Me., Aug.

When the Sailor Lads In the
Turn Laundrymen.

Navy

A HARD JOB IN BAD WEATHER
Each Man, With Hit Feet and Legs
Bare, Scrubs His Own Clothes and
Gets

Ready

Them

For

Inspection.

"Jimmy Legs" and the "Lucky Bag."

Have you ever uoticed how clean and
well dressed a sailor lad looks when
on shore leave, how white his clothes
look when you board the ship on vis-

iting days? But did you ever realize
that he was his own washerman?
With a shrill blast of his silver whistle the chief boatswain's mate will

pipe, "Scrub and wash clothes!" and
every man hurries to his bucket, gets
his soiled clothes, salt water soap,
draws a bucket of briny or fresh wa
ter,

as

the case may be. and begins his

washing.

He Is generally barefooted at this
time, so that he will not wet his shoes
and stockings. Ile wears his trousers
very bell shaped at the bottom in order

that he may roll them up over the
knee.
After scrubbing and rubbing his
clothes until cjean he turns them Inside out and with "stops" proceeds to
get them ready for hanging up. Tlwse
stops are short pieces of twine, twisted
and with whipped ends, that he uses
in lieu of clothespins. They are fastened In eyelets placed at the side
seams and bottom of his shirts and the
He turns
waistband of his trousers.
all his washed clothes inside out to
prevent the right side getting soiled.
They are then hung on a line which,
says the Youth's Companion, Is run
from the bow to the topmast or upper
top of a fighting mast. The well informed man now usually puts his
clothes to soak the uight before In a
bucket half full of water Into which

Everyone who values good health
should at the lirst sign of sickness take
«lose of "L. F." Atwood's Bitters,
rhev quickly adjust the trouble and set
to the
^ou right. They restore vigor
:ired and overworked organs and build
ip

ut-

an

he has either sprinkled a handful of
soap powder or η small piece of salt
In the morning a little
water soap.
rubbing and his clothes are clean and
hung up. while the "landlubber" has

Just begun.
When they have been thorougmy
dried, the chief boatswain again pipes.
"Scrub and wash clothes!" and every

Jeweler and Graduate

.lug.—f.nuùou Standard.

tic Tales.

NOTICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.
pleased to announce that Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds
and lung troubles is not affected by the
National Pure Pood and Drug law as it
contains no opiates or other harmful
drugs, and we recommend it as a safe
remedy for children and adults. For
sale by all druggists.
We are

hour."

NO CASE ON RECORD.
There is no case on record of a cough

resulting

pneumonia

in

or

and break up your cold quickly.
Refuse any but the genuine Foley's
Honey and Tar in a yellow package.
Contains no opiates and is safe and sure.
For sale by all drnggists.

Patience—How did the report of Peg-

gy's engagement get out? She says she
hasn't whispered it to a soul.
Patrice—No, she didn't; she used a
megaphone!
IS

THIS

WORTH

REMEMBERING.

Whenever you have a cough or cold,
just remember that Foley's Honey and
Tar will cure it. Do net risk your health
by taking any but the genuine. It is in
For sale by all druga yellow package.

gists.

Mrs. Gray—What book has been the
most helpful to you?
Mrs. Brown—Webster's
dictionary.
The baby site on it at the table, and it
«aves the price of a high chair.
A severe cold that may

develop

into

pneumonia over night, can be cured
quickly by taking Foley'e Honey and

It will cure the most obstinate
racking cough and ntrengthen your
Tar.

lungs.

The genuine is in a yellow
For sale by all druggists.

paek-

to order them released.
a
rule. Jimmy Legs, who has
charge of the cleanliness of the decks,

always has extra cleaning,

painting

and so forth in mind, and the man
whose clothes get into the lucky bag
receives so many hours' extra duty as
a gentle reminder to be more careful
In the future. His name goes on Jim
there
my Legs' time book, and when
Is any extra labor to be performed he

day

eral inspection on the quarter deck he
has no fear of being reprimanded for
having on a soiled uniform.
The hardest things of α sailor's outfit
to wash are his blanket and hammock.
The hammock forms part of his equiplie is.
but l>elongs to the ship.

ment,
however,

required to keep It clean.
Ills mattress and blanket are lashed
into the hammock and stowed in the
nettings or crates provided for that

purpose.

Every day

α

couple

To

Rheumatic Acid

Poisoning.

Free

and

Correct

the

Blood

a

UrioO Treatment is Advised.

good
They always show their references from the last ship and always
want a new one to add to their

long list.

already

Aggregate of all the admitted assets

15,938,OK* 03

value,

LIABILITIES, December31, 1907.
<et amount of unpaid losses anil
$ 4M R
claim·,
wnount required to «afely re-Insure
all outstanding risks,
Ml other demands against the com
256,
pany, viz. : commissions, etc.,

I'BOBATK XOTfCEM.
Γο all persons Interested lu eltner ot the Kstate*

Designs
Copyrights Ac.

m»y
Anyone «ending a «ketch and deicrlptlon
whether m
quickly incertain our opinion free Communie».
Invention ι· probably patentable.
Patent·
on
tloiiMtrlctlyrontlriciitfaJ. HANDBOOK
lent free, olileat aicency fur pouring· patent·.
Patenta ti.ken through Mutin à Co. receive
iptcial notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.

dr.
A handiomely lllnatrat»d weekly. I.arieet
eulatlon of any iclentltle Journal. Term·. t3 ·
newsdealer·.
Solilbyall
month·,
(L
four
year;

MUNN & Co.^

« ■>-«-*'

New York

Branch Office. 626 Κ HU Washington, D. C.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

Wool

»

J. LYMAN RIPLEY, late of Andover,
■eased; will and i^tttlon for probate thentented by chéries L. Ripley, the meat
η

and clean

Corner Main and Danforth Sts,.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

named.

JOHN C. DEARBORN, 'ate of Canton,
;eueil ; will and petition for probate then
tented by llenry Κ Coolldge, the executor t
in named.

KILLthe couch

LUNGS

King's
New Discovery
Dr.

OUCHS
FOR ^^OLDS

I Ull

rt

>

CHRISTINA RECORD, late of oxfor!. it
leased; will for probate, also petition for the
xppolntmerit of George Hazen a·· administrator
with the will annexed, presented by said «.· ·,:λ

JAMES BERN 1ER, late of Upton, de.
petition for an allowance out of perM D
presented by Mertle M. Bernler, widow.

LII.A M CALDWELL, late of Cant
ceased ; petition for an allowance out of 1»
estate presented by Bert E. Caldwell, wl

PBICE
**4 «ιο°.
Trial Bottle Frec|

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY]
OB MONET REFUNDED.
PROBATK IVOTICEH.
To all persons Interested In either of the estate»
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Rumford, In
and for the County of Oxford, on the eleventh
■lay of February, In tne year of our Lorn one
The follow
thousand nine hundred ami eight.
Ing matter navlng been presented for the action
le hereby
It
thereupon hereinafter ln<llcate<i,
Ordbked:
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
terested by causing a copy of thl* order to be
published three week» successively In the oi
ford Democrat, a newspaper publl(the<l at South
Paris, In said County, tnat they may appear at a
Probate Court to be heM at Paris, on tli->
thlnl Tuesday of March, A. I>. 1908, at 9 of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heart thereon II

ι«·.|,

■

,wer.

HORACE N. BOLSTER, late of Pari. »
ceased ; first account presented for allow
James S. Wright, administrator.
WILLIAM HAZELTINE, late of On. ark.
decease 1 ; second account presented for a w
ance by Isaac II. Berry, administrator.
LYDIA A. WOODBURY, otherwlI
LYD1A A. A. WOODBURY, late
ceased; flrst account presented for allow 1.
1
James S. Wright, administrator with t;
annexed.
JOHN Π. SHAW, late of Fryeburg. dei ν-,
llrst account presented for allowance by ι···ογ,·
W. Plutnmer, executor.
A DDI Ε Ε. MOORE ET AL. of Oxford, wir :·,
llrst account presented for allowance by Aug.
I). Thayer, guardian.

CHARLES H. MUZZY, late of Canton, ν
ceased; petition for the appointment of
J. Ryther or some other suitable person »- »!
ν
mlnlstrator presented by Nellie L
widow.

SARAH J. FOYE. late of Canton,

THE

I*

ELIZA II. MOORE, late of Paris, le
r,
will, codicil and petition for probate then
Wright, the executor r,m:,

Chas. F, Ridlon,

with

>.
AUGU8TU8 Ν FRENCH, late of Norwn
•eased; will and petition for prolmte t,·,<-■
lested by Nellie K. French, the executrix Uere
η named.

sented by James 8.
named.

—

Carpets

CURE

rlx therein named.

llazen.

up stock.

Iand

hereinafter named :
At a I'robate Court, held at Pari·, In ar l
the County of Oxford, on the thin Τ uesday of
february, In the year of our Lord one thou- .r, !
The following matter
line hundred ami eight.
laving been presented for the action thercu| ,«
ie rein after Indicated, It Is hereby Obl>kke(>
Thai notice thereof lie given to all person* In.
ereste-i, by cuuslng a copy of this order t '<·
mbllshcd three weeks successively In the <·χ
ord Democrat, a newspaper published at
'arts, In said County, that they may at>|iear u a
PntM Court to be held at said Pari·
he third Tuesday of Marcu, A. D. 1908, at <
il the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thi re%
in 11 they see cause.
E.
FISHER, late of Ox for·'. >
CHARLOTTE
:eised; will and petition for probate thi riuf
•resented by f-aran W. We'llngton, the exe,
or

Patents
....

■'

1,000,
nj6,'.·:: l

petition for the

appointment of John

·!··.

-·!.

·-

Ρ Swaiej

other suitable person as admluM'
presented by John N. Foye, a creditor

or some

FRANK L. MOORE, lateof Oxford,d««·
llrst account presented for allowance bj
S. Wright, administrator.

it>r

ate.

PRISCILI, \ S G ROVER, late of Dix
deceased ; petition for the appointment of
F. G rover or some other sultatde person a»

1,

i.r.

vl

r.
mlnlstrator presented by John F. Urover,
rt.
ADDISON E. HKRR1CK, Judge of satdt
A true copy—Attest r
ALBERT I». PARK. Retfsier

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice ti -t ne
1
executor Ol
hue beer ·I il ν
will and testament of
JOHN FABBINQTON, JB. late of
tn the County of Oxford, deceased, an I (r'.u-n
All person* havtaf
bonite as the law directs.
demand* against the estate of s :ι!
tt <·
fur
are desired to present the name
·! w
ment, and all Indebted thereto are re«ju»-^u
make payment Immediately
CYRUS K. C Η Λ I'M AN
Feb. Mb, 1908.

appointed

-·

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby given notice that te
t
has been duly appointe·! administrator
estate of
of
Part*
late
II EN BY Κ HAMMOND,
In the C'our.ty of Oxford, deceased, an! ►* '.w i.
Λ 11 person* i.nlr.it
bond* a» the law direct*.
: v
demande airain it the estate of said dee<
desired to present the same for seUii-mt
νW·
all Indebted thereto are requested to m

·■

■

Picture Frames

or more men are

for it

$6,11",4 4 ii
17'J,t>; 1:

There Is «rent danger In those sharp, shooting
pains through the chert around the region of the
heart. It means that poisonous uric and rheu■nent Immediately.
II EN BY D. IIAMMoM)
mntlc acid are there ready to spring and grip
Feb. 18th, l!«8.
|
the
action.
heart'*
mupcles
the
controlling
lightly
they tee cause.
NOTICE.
Don't neglect these warnings, they arc the danROAN A C. RORINSON, late of Sumner. dee
The subscriber hereby give* notice that
You ceased; final account presented for Ilowanc by
»
ger sign»Is Nature flast e* to you for help.
haH been duly appointed administratrix f (
administrator.
muet neutralize and drive these dangerous pol- J. Blake Robinson,
estate of
of
de
late
Mexico,
HARVEY KKSXKV,
FRANK Ε HOWE, late of Fryeburg.
yene from the system, or sooner or later they will
'·■'&
ceased ; petition for an allowance out <n personal I1 In the County of Oxford, deceased, and
overcome you.
estate presented by Melissa Kenney, widow.
bond* an the law direct». All persons having
The only true way to cure Rheumatism is to
BLLI8 P. RU38BLL, late of Sumner, de- lemands against the estate of sail
t,
I ire dcHlrcd to present the came for scttl<
get nt It from the Inside with Urlc-O. It acts with ccased; petition fororder to distribute bai »r.ce
In her hand* presented by Lottie M. and all Indebted thereto are requested h
marvelous swiftness upon the muscles, kidneys remaining
vnent
Immediately.
ρ*
llossell, admlnUtratrlx.
ind blood. Cl' ar· out the sand like deposits In
ΖΕΤΤΛ It. IIOWK.
Feb. 18tb, 1908.
FLORENCE K. SEWMXN, lite of DtalleUI,
the muscles, forces the kidneys to perform those ward; final account presented for alio ranee by I
NOTICE.
duties for which they were designed anil neu- Henry H. Luce, guardian.
The *ub*criber h reby gives notice that »
MEOBGE FITCH, late of Hiram, deceased;
tralizes the acid within the blood.
lieiictit of Fred W. Kit li presented I lias been duly appointed executrix of ιι>·
Your physician will admit that this Is the only account for
*111 ami testament of
for allowance by John I*. Fltcb, trustee.
true way to cure Rheumatism permanently, ami
ALBERT M. YATES, late of PariGEORGE FITCH, late of Ill-am, deceased;!
should know that Urlc-O is the one remedy that account for benefit of Webster Fitch presented | In the County of Oxford, deceased. All
demand against the estate >i1
having
will do It successfully and permanently. Urlc-O by John P. Fltcli, trur-tee.
« cased are desired to present th<· Mine :
to
is a liquid taken Internally, 3 times dally, ami ADDISON Ε. HKRIUCK, Judge of said Court
ment, and all Indebted thereto are request·
A true copy—attest :
make payment Immediately
does not contain any morphine, opium or other
ALBERT D. PARK, Reglitcr
RHODA S. YATKr
Feb I8tb, lût».
so-called "pain de&denere." It Is good for RheuSciatica, Muscular, Inmatism Id any form.
NOTICE.
NOTICE.
«
flammatory and Articular Rheumatism all yield
The subscriber hereby give» notice that he liai·
The subscriber hereby (five* notice thai
been duly appointe·! administrator of the has been <luly appointed administrator of t
readily to Urlc-O.
of
estate
estate
of
or
can
the
bottle
for
75c.
and
It sells
$1.00
you
JAMF.S P. DA I LEV, late of Canton,
ALGERNON B. JORDAN, late of ν
obtain a trial bottle free by writing to The Smith In the
County of Oxford, deceased, and given In the County of Oxford, deceased, ant ;'i,t
All
Ν.
Y.
directs.
the
law
having
'.263
Smith
as
All peraol
bonds
persons
Bldg., Syracuse,
bonds κ- the law directe.
Drug Co.,
the estate of said deceased arc demands against the estate of said
Urlc-O Is sold and personally recommended In demands against
desired to present the same for settlement, and are desired to present the same for sett enc '·
South Paris by Κ. A. Shurtleff A Co, South all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay- and all Indebted thereto are
requested to m.tke
8-a ment Immediately.
l'aria, Me.
payment Immediately
WA1TK.
A.
Ml LFORD
Feb. 11th, LtOS.
Feb. isth, 19t*. ALONZO D. ΒΑBBELI.K

Mats, Mirrors
&
WHEN IN NORWAY

Surprise the Children.
Take home

a

box of

delicious candies.

our

Your

wife likes
It is In wet and stormy weather that
the sailor has his own troubles trying
to dry his clothes. Hound the uptakes
of the smokestack there Is a drying
just as much now as she
room I11 which clothes may be hung,
used to when you and she
but as they grow yellowish when huug
were sweethearts.
there often this room Is used as little
In the newer men-of-war
11s possible
there are installed washing and drying J.
machine* which greatly facilitate the
Confectioner, Norway, Mc.
laundry work, making It inexcusable
Opp. HI1 τη
for a sailor to have soiled clothes
clothes
dries
which
by
This machine,
centrifugal motion, does the work rap
idly and well.
2 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
These machines, which" are being located in the village of West Paris.
added to all the new ships, will In Consists of nine rooms and bath-room,
time do away with all hand work. Tin shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
The buildold familiar sight of a long line of with apple and pear trees.
from the street,
clothes strung from bow to masthead ings are situated high
with
vine*,
with broad piazza shaded
will no longer l>e seen, and the boat
commanding a âne view. A spring of
swain's mate will forget how to pipe
build,
These
pure water on premises.
"Scrub and wash clothes!"
ings are well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and
furnishings with the
Bobbie'· Compliment.
house. Thia ia a great bargain and will
Ify «later «crows her face up
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
At all time s when she crle·.
addreaa, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
But she can't make It ugly
Ifelo·.
However hard ehe trie·.

HOME MADE CANDY

H. Fletotier,
Bouae!

FOR SALE.

Mouldings

in 31

Shies.

High Grade Portrait Work
in

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
Nichols St..

SOUTH PARIS.

REMEMBER!

Morris Klain,

Can afford to and will pay

Norway,
more

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United stat<« 'ut
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankrupt-y
WH.ua* U. A km itagk,
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
(«.
Armltage, In the
To the creditors of William
County of Oxford and district aforesaid i·1
Notice I* hereby given that on the ilst
Keb., Α. I). 1908, the said Wll lam (j. InilUlt
wa« duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that th>
''
meeting of his creditor» will be held at the
.th
of the K#*feree, No. 8 Market Square,
l:W\
P.
A.
of
on
the
Mar.,
llth day
i'arls,
10 o'clock In the fore'noon, at which time tti<
said creditors may attend, prove their claim»,
>*·1
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt,
transact such other buelness a* may proper y
come before said meeting.
South Pari*, Feb. il. iSw.

|

and Pictures,

detailed to stow them away and at
night to break {hem out. It is this
handlln!) so much that gets them fearfully dirty, especially while a ship is
coaling. When washing his hammock,
a sailor lays it flat on the deck and
uses a wire brush to get It clean, with
the assistance of soap and lots of "el

bow grease."
In visiting a foreign port and before
the ship has come to anchor It will be
■urrounded by "bumboats," generally
bringing out washerwomen, who are
usually negresses and who clamor for
any work in the laundry line. They
work and charge very little
do

Gross Assets,
Jeduct Items not admitted

Aggregate amount of labilities In
Ιδ,ίΦ,Οί.
eluding net surplus
FREELAND HOWE, Agent,
•9
Norway, Maine.

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

con-

The Heart Can't Stand

As

Optioian.

Humption after Foley's Honey and Tar
has been taken, as it will stop your to close out odd patterns

cough

ASSETS, December 31,1907.
owned by the company,
· 5ββ/ϋ4 00
unincumbered,
^oans on bond and mortgage (llrst
297>o to
Hens,)
.oans secured by collaterals,
18ΐ,50θι<)
tocks anil bonde owned by the com3^7ii.Ki5 3j
pany, market value
of;ash In tbe company's principal
fices ami tn banks
500,648 1}
'remlums In due course of collection,
Fire and Marine
78β,4'Λ li
Sills Receivable
31,'.#;·, 41;
merest and Rents,
2,-< 4 Κ
7: :
ui other assets,
teal Estate

of the company at their actual

NORWAY, MAINE,

"I like to go to church."

"Why?"
"Well, it's comforting to see a man
keep a hundred women or so quiet for an

VILLIAM J. DUTTON, President.
LOUIS WEJNMANN, Secretary.
Capital Paid Lip In Cash $1,600,000.00.

—

in union

Loudon Chronicle.

Obliging Jailer.
Mayor—Where are you going? Village Constable—The three tramps I
just locked up want to play w ! : i : and
I'm looking for a fourth.—Transatlan-

Francisco, California.

Incorporate*! In 1883.
Commenced Business tn 1883.

'apltal actually paid up In cash
Surplus beyond capital,

the emperor, the empress or the heir
to the throne are concerned. The canton of Zug in Switzerland, imposes
the lowest minimum penalty In the
world—three years' imprisonment for
willful homicide, the maximum p*inishuieut being imprisonment for life.-

rushes for the clothesline tc
man
age.
claim his own. if he fails to secure
them within a reasonable time·, the
master at arms, or "Jimmy Legs,"
takes them down, and they go into the
"lucky bag." Then the only recourse
the unlucky owner has la to go to the
mast, or the "stick." as the court 011
board ship is commonly called, and petition the "first luff." or executive olllcer.

1

HILLS,

No Death Penalty.
European countries which Inflict n<>
death penalty, however brutal <>r pre
meditated the crime, are Italy. IIo!

cold

At the store, 35c.

general health.

m.iu·

Irrésistible address. a r.uperior
gracefulness iu a!! you ray and d->."
Ile would have manners overlay iadi
vlduallty and goes so far as to declare
that a soldier is a brute, a scholar a
pedant and a philosopher a cyi::.· \ lîh-

or

1906.

21,

"I think there is no medicine equal
I keep
to 'L. F.' Atwood's. Bitters.
them in the house all the time, and
they save ir.c a great many headaches.
[ would net be without them."
Yours truly,
Mrs. Lizzie S. Dyer.

most

out good bree

of fan

Sickness

Norway, Switzerland. Po/tuga
and Kiissia. save where tlu· lives of

Dr. Kinross speak to her."
is called upou to assist
"He spoke to her whether we saw.
This is usually the lot of the "laudshim or not."
man" who has not been aboard long
"lie Is too clever a man and too fas- enough to "learn the ropes."
tidious to become enamored of an unAfter they are taken from the line
sophisticated country girl," Georglana the stops are taken out and the clothes
repeated confidently. "The Idea is ab- rolled In such a manner that they need
surd."
These rolls are then tied
no Ironing.
"He loves, adores, worships her!" at each end with the stops and are
Daisy affirmed. "He's mad about her. stowed away In the clothes bag. In
What, I ask, is more alluring to a this way all his clothes, both blue anil
Λ-orld weary cynic than rural simplicwhite, are kept clean, and when Sunity?"
morniug comes and there is gennever saw

tion of their entire Inutility If uuae«race, external polish
lie
and an agreeable manifestation,
omits all consideration of their In-

sompauled by

laud.

not too late—

"That thought gripped my very soul!
"And so. Eunice, as I am a man and
not a god. my love and not my reason

Save Much

Chesterfield Superficiality.

Cheeterfleld's Idea of excellence was
of
sssentlally superficial, for his praire
solid acquirement and genuine princiasserple Is always coupled with the

Me.

for rags, rub-

bers, and metal than any stranger that calls to

your house.
He pays from $5 to $9 per ton for Iron delivered to him here.
He buys folded newspapers.
He Is paying for mixed rags, 1 cent a pound.
Rubbers according to market.
Pays market
price for bran sacks.

Desirable Residence for Sale.

The Capt H. N. Bolster homestead situated in South Paris village,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and all modern equipments attached,
a two story house, ell and stable,
centrally located. Apply to
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.

WALTER L.GRAY.
Referee InBankrupu·»

>«TICE.
the District Court of the United State* Γ·τ the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
I η the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy·
ELDEN EMERSON,
of Stow, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor* of Elilen Emerson, In tl*
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
f
Ν tlce le hereby given that on tf e Jld day
February, Α. Γ>. 1908, the «aid Elden Emer->■
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, ami that the llr'l
ncetlng of Ills creditors will lie held at the orti·*
if the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South Pari·,
in the llth day of Mar., Α. I). 1908, at M o'clock
η the forenoon, at which time the said c·.
»
nay attend, prove their claim*, appoint
rustee, examine the bankrupt, ami transvt
be4Uch other business as may properly cone
fore »atd meeting.
South Parts, Feb. "ti, 1908
WALTER L. GRAY.
Referee In Bankruptcy·
η

}

>

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for tfc«
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In BankruptcyAMID JOSEPH,
>f Rumford Falls, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor* of Amid Joseph, In tM
bounty of Oxford and district aforesaid
Notice is hereby given that on the '.M*t 1st of
February, Α. I). 1908, the said Amid .loseP"
ras duly adjudicated bankrupt, ami that tr<
1rs» meeting of his creditors will be held at tbe
dllce of the Referee. No. 8 Market Square. Souta
41
i'arls, on the llth day of Mar., A. D. l'A* the
0 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time
claim·,
aid creditors may attend, prove tlwdr
ippolnt a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
ransact such other business as may properly
ome before said meeting.
South I'arls, Feb. ft!. 1908.
WALTER L. Ο RAY,
Referee In Bankrni'tc*

j
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